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ABSTRACT
This report presents new concepts for determining
redundancy in two-girder steel bridges. These concepts
are needed in order to develop guidelines which can assist
the bridge engineer in establishing inspection, repair,
rehabilitation and replacement priorities.
A need exists to develop relatively simple
after-fracture analytical models as well as an additional
rating level, in addition to the AASHTO Operating and
Inventory levels, which would evaluate bridge redundancy
with respect to a particular fracture scenario. This
paper suggests a.Redundancy Rating level and concentrates
mainly on the related analytical models and procedures.
The current technique of computing a Rating Factor for
each member of a bridge is not considered practical for
application to Redundancy Rating. In view of the much
more complex analytical models required, the usual rating
analysis methods need to be simplified for practical use.
The approach used in this report is to determine the
requirements of the alternate load path in terms of a
Redundancy Rating Factor equal to unity for a given rating
vehicle, number of lanes loaded, etc.
The alternate load path is evaluated in terms of both
strength and serviceability. The strength requirement is
1
based on the current AASHTO Allowable stress and Load
Factor Methods. The Serviceability Method is new and is
based on a limiting deflection-to-span-length ratio.
This research is limited to simple span noncomposite
two-girder bridges with bottom lateral bracing, cross
bracing, and top lateral bracing. The requirements of
these members are developed for the practical range of
existing two-girder bridges with this configuration.
It is concluded that serviceability is only a factor
if a very restrictive limiting deflection-to-span-length
ratio is used. The Load Factor Method results in a lower
required area 'of bottom lateral diagonal in all cases.
Therefore, the Load Factor Method controls if the
resulting deflection is within the limiting
deflection-to-span- length ratio. If the Load Factor
Method results in more deflection than the bridge engineer
is willing to tolerate, the Allowable stress Method
determines the requirements of the' alternate load path
members.
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1. INrROIXJcrION
1. 1 Backgroun1
1.1.1 AASHIO Definition of Rec1un:1ancy
rrhe allCMable stress ranges which are used in the design of steel
bridges. against fatigue resultin; fran repetitive live loads depend
on whether the bridge is considered to be a :reclun:lant or
nonredurx:lanct load path structure (1) *. Article 10. 3.1 of the AASHro
Bridge Specifications <.J:) defines redundant. load path stJ:uctures as
I'Structure ty:pes with multi-load paths where a si..rgle fracture in a
member cannot lead to the collapse" • Nonredurx:!ant load path
stn1ctures are definec1 as structure ty:pes ''where failure of a si..rgle
element could cause collapse". '!he "element" referred to is definec1
as a ''main load carl1'ing component subject to tensile stress".
1\s a guide to bridge engineers, AASHro, in Art. 10.3.1 of Ref. 1,
gives examples of stnlctures which are considered either redundant or
nonrecb.1nia.nt. For example, AASHro classifies multi-girder bridges as
redundant am two-qirder bridges as nonredun:1ant. However, two case
studies of two-girder steel bridges which suffer major fracture of
one girder shcM that collapse did not occur am the bridges remained
relatiVely serviceable un:ier normal highway traffic (~,~).
'!he AASHro exanples of redundant am nonredur:dant load path
stnlctures are basai on unrealistic beliefs widely held by bridqe
'* References becJin on page 169 of this re};X)~
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ergineers -al the behavior of brickJes urder dead an:l live loads.
'n1ese beliefs are based on the usual over-sinplified assumptions used.
in the design an:l ratirq of steel girder briO;Jes.
1.1.2 AASHIO Design an:l Ratirq Mx1els
In the design an:l ratirq by AASHIO (1,.4) of the girders of
'bJo-qirder steel bridges, the two girders are congidered in the
sinplified analytical mcXlel of the briO;Je to be the only load paths
available for transmi:ttirq all vertical dead, live ard impact loads
fran the deck, :floolbeams an:! strin;ers to the substructure.
sec:orx:lary members, such as la~ bracirq, dia}::hragms ard cross
bracirq, are not assumed to participate in transmitti.rq vertical
loads. Alt:hcu;#1 these nenbers are, in reality, subjectad. to stresses
fran the vertical loads, they are designed basically to resist
lateral win:l loads, ani to maintain rigidity of the cross section,
particularly duri.rq constnlction.
'!his analytical nv:del greatly siJnplifies lxJth the design ard
ratirg of two-qirder bridges and provideS a lower bouni, or
conse:tVative I solution for static loadi.Ig. ihe lC7ller boun:i theorem
basically says that if a st:ntc:ture is shOlm how it can cany the
applied static loads, it can safely cany at least this much load.
'Iherefore, a CXJnSerVative (often overly ~tive) design or
ratirq is achieved wit:hcut the need. to consider the
three-di.mensialal ,interactial of all the bridge 0 I(~.
However, it shcW.d be noted, the sinplified analytical m:del can
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result in tmSafe results for dynamic loadi.rg. '!he stresses ard
displacements dUe to static loadi.rg lIUJSt be llUl1tiplied by a dynamic
load factor to obtain the tnle stresses ani displacements due to
dynamic loadirg (.2).
1.1. 3 AASHID Ratirg Prcce:iures
BriQ;Jes are rated at "bNo levels (i):
1. Operatirg Ratirg Isvel: Absolute maxiJm.Im permissible load
level for the bridge.
2 • Inventory' Ratir.g Isvel: '!he "nonnal" capacity of the bridge,
representirg the maxiDum load -level which may safely traverse the
struct:u::re for an i.n:iefinite pericxi of tilDe.
AASHI\) bridge rati.n:Js are based on the _ H or HS loadi.rg, or
one of the three typical t.nlck loadi.rg configurations shown in Fig. 1
(J) •
Bridges are rated at the two levels noted abov'e usirg one or both
of two methods (~):
1. AllC1W8ble stress Methcxi: '!he sinplified ' m:xlel of 'the bridge
structure is analyzed Ul'X3er savice dead, live ard impact load
canbinations (1) usirg linear elastic theoIj1. '!he live load
Ratirg Factor (RF) for a member is detennined such that the
maximum stress in the member does rvJt exceed the specified
allaNable stress.
For exaJ\l)le, for noncaTI}?OSite bridge girders the RF's for both the
Operati.:rg ani InventoIj1 levels are given by (~),
5
(1.1)
where fall" Allowable stress
f O = Dead toad stress
f L - Live plus Impact Load stress (caused by ratirg vehicle)
Different allowable stresses are used for the Operatirg an:! Inventory
Patirg levels.
2. Load Factor Method: '!he simplified IOOdel of the bridge
stnlcture is analyzed un:ler factored dead, live am impact load
canbinatialS ('J:) usirg linear elastic theory. '!he live load
'Patirg Factor (RF) for a member is determined such that the load
effect (benii.rg nanent, for exa1Tl}?le) does not exceed the strength
of the member (includ.in:J a strength reduction factor) •
For example, for ncmcanposite bricige girt1ers t..'le RF for the Cperat.il-q
Patirg level is given by (~),
(1.2)
where I ~ = strergth Reductial Factor
Su = Member strergth (maximJm manent capacity, for example)
o = Dead load effect (benii.rg manent, for exanple)
LTI = Live load plus impact effect (benii.rg manent for exanple)
I D - Load factor for dead load = 1.3
, L = Load factor for live plus impact loads = 1. 3
'!he COILesporxiin:; RF for the Inventory Patirg leVel ,is,
6
[<tsu - 1. 3D]RF = (3/5) _.....--.-_-
1.3 (L+-I) (1.3)
1.1. 4 Need for Red1.Jrmncy Rating
AASfm) Operating ani Inventol:Y Ratirgs are performed for bridges
in which the sinplified analytical mcC1el used in the design is 'still
awlicable for ratirg. '!hat is, except for corrosial damage, limited
fatigue cracld.rg, missing rivets, bent flarges, etc. , the
connectivity of the stn1ctura1 members is essentially the same as
that assnned in the design. For this reason, the asslIl'lptions on load
distril:uticrt, etc., are virtually identical even thcugh significant
charges in. traffic con:1itiCl1S may have oc:c:urred..
A vastly different situatiCll arises as a result of fracture o~ a
main load carr'Jirg member such as one of the girders of a simple span
two-girder bridge. In this case the dead am live loads are
ra:listr.ikuted in such a way that the th.ree-d.iJnensional behavior of
the entire is ilwolved (~). It is possible, in sane
cases, to fim suitable alternate load paths which bypass the
fractured girder, but this~ a nuch different analytical nnJel
than that used in the traclitiaal AASHro rating analyses (1).
~so different is the expectation that after fracture occurs the
briciiJe should continue to f\.n::tia1 irxiefinite1y unCler no:rmal traffic
oc:n:iitia1S. Al~ the fractured briQ;e shcu.ld be expected to
:fI.lraia1 1.1n1er rxn:mal daily traffic cordi.tiC1nS until the fracture is
c'iiscovereCl, the time~ fracture am detection is prOOably very
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short (day, 'Week, n¥mth) in relation to the usual life expectancy of
a bridge (many years). Recent eocperience suggests that the fracture
wcW.d be detected. within a relatively short period of time either as
a result of exc:essive deflections, other visible signs of distress,
or duri.rg bridge 11l&!iintena:rx:e ard,Ior inspection (~,~).~
'!here is clearly the need for an additional ratirg level which
wcW.d address bridge~ with respect to a particular fracture
sc:enario. '!he term Redundancy Rati.n:J (RR) level is suggested (~).
'!he proposed RR wcW.d be performecl alorg with the Operatirg ani
InventoIY Ratirgs of an existi.rg two-girder steel bridge. '!he RR can
be based a1 either a '\tJOrst case ·fracture scenario or on one or lOOre
plausible fracture scenarios as revealed .by design cxn:1i.tions an1,Ior
inspections for fatigue cracki.rq (§) • '!he RR p:roc::edure developed
here is based on a 'WOrst case fracture scenario.
1.2 Previous Research
Heins arxi }(a,to coniucted an investigation of load red.istribltion
in cracked girders (~) • '!he study ,fcx::usEd on two-girder bridges
where one girder is assumed to be fractured near midspan. It is
c::c:>n::luied that the influence of the bottan lateral bracirg on load
redistril:ution is significant. Further, the study c:oncludes that
utilization of the secon:1ary members (cross braci.rg arxi bottom
lateral bracin:]) effectiVely. creates~ in two-girder
bridges.
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Daniels I Wilson ani C1en con:iucted theoretical research into the
behavior of two-girder steel bridges followirq a nearly full-depth
midspan fracture of one ,of the girders (.2). 'Ihe study shows that as
the fractured girder deflec:ts un:ier the loads, forces are transmitted
into the battan lateral bracirg system. 'Ihese forces are transmitted
thrcu;Jh the cress bracirg to the deck which is subjected to in-plane
beniinq. '!he deck is also subjected to torsion due to differential
displacenent between the blo qirders. rxhe study shows that the
after-fracture behavior of the superstn1cture is quite canplex ard
involvee the ~ia1al interaction between all the canponents
makirg up the superstructure.
'!he analyses perfoI1Ded. led to an urx:Ierst:ar¥ii of load
redistribItiat in two-girder bridges with a fractured qirder am to
the identificatial of the alternate load paths that develop. '!he
study developed a linear elastic analytical procedure which can be
used by bri.O:Je erqineers to proportion the bottan lateral and. cress
bracirg systems to ensure redun:ianc:y in the event of a near
full-depth midspan fracbJre of a18 qirder. rnie design exaIt'ple of a
sinple span twc>-gil:der bridge shews that the required redun:ianc:y can
be provided with a relatively small i.n::rease in the sizes of the
bottan lateral bracirg 1JlPI111Jers.
Daniels, Wilson ani Kim discussed the i.nportance of the results
of research into reclun::lanc:y for thf! ratirg of existirg bridges (1).
'!he approach recamrer.de:i in that report is to identify the existirg
viable altenlate lead path(s) for the existirg bridge. For each of
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these load paths the live load rati..rg would be calculated usi..rg the
same bililOSOJ;tly contained. in the present AASHIO Manual (~) • It is
d:served that problems arise because the alten1ate load path(s) may
not be CClTIplete or may have severe load level or fat{gue
restrictions, primarily because they were not originally designed. for
the p.u:pose of providi..rg redurx:1ancy.
Dmiels, Hegarty, Kim ani Wilson presented new concepts for
determin.i.n:J redurx:1ancy in two-qirder steel bridges (§). 'Ibis report
proposes a Redundancy Pati.n;J level ard ~tratesmainly on the
related analytical mx1els ani precedures which are new to the bridge
ergineer. '!he awroach su:J9ested is to determine the requirements of
the altenlate load path in terms of a Redundancy Patin; factor equal
to unity for a qiven rati.n;J vehicle, rn;unber of lanes loaded, etc.
'!he report shows heM the requirements of the bottan lateral bracjn;J
diagonals can be determined in tenns of both strength ani
se:tViceability•
1. 3 Objec:tiva am SCope
'!he objective of this research is to develop the requirements of
the secorrla!y~ neerled to provide a desired level of redun:iancy
in tvlo-girder steel bridges. '!he bridge ergineer can establish
inspection, repair, rehabilitation. ani replacement priorities by
eatg;)arirg the requirements o~ nenbers for a given level of redurx:1ancy
to the existirg members for a qiven bridge.
'!he scope of this research is limited to simple span
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norxx:mposite two-qirder bridges with bottan lateral braci..rq, cross
braci..rq, ani top lateral bracirq. '!he bottan ani top lateral braci..rq
are assumed to be X-shaped. '!he requirements of these members are
developed for the prac::tical rame of existirq· two-qirder bridges with
this configuratiat.
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Traditional AASHIO design ani ratirg of a two-girder steel bridge
deals with two unfractured girders. Redundancy Ratirg deals with one
unfractured qi.rder ani one fractured girder. '!he prcl;:)ability of both
qirders fracturirg si.llWtanea.1s1y or one girder cxmtainirq tTNO
si.multanea.1s fractures is aSStnned to be low enc:Jl:gh not to be a
consideratiCl'l.
2.1 Altexna.te I.oad Path Cora!pt
In order for reClul"m1ncy to be possible, the structure ImlSt
'contain at least one viable alternate load path, which must be
capable of safely SlJl=POrtin; the specified dead ani live lC2ds as
well as mainta.inirg sexvioeability of the deck follcwirg fracture of
one of the two girders. A viabie alternate load. path needs to ba
fourxi for variOJS two-girder bridge types. '!his load path can
in:':11.Xle secon1azy members such as lateral. bracirg, cross bracirq,
cross frames, ani_ dia}ilragms. Also, a cx:atiJ.X:Site dec:k actirg' tcgether
with the fractured ani unfractured girders may be i.nclue1ed in the
altenlate load path. For the bridge cxnfiguratia1 dealt with in this
research, the altenlateload pa~ consists of the l:ottan lateral
braci.rg, cross bracirg am tcp lateral bracirg.
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2.2 Prcposed Definition of Red1Jrda.nc,y
'!he term redun:ianc.y used in this research refers to the
definitions of rec1un.1ant an:! nonreduniant load path stn.lc:tures as
defined in Art. 10.3.1 of Ref. 1. A definition of redundancy was
prcp:sEd in Ref. 8 which took into account the need· for a viable
alte1:nate load path as d i SOJSsed in the previous section:
Redurx:1ant Ioad Path Sb:ucture: NE!W', existirg, or rehabilitated
steel bricXJes where at least one alternate load path exists an:!
is capable of safely supportirg the spec:::ified dead anCl live loads
ard maintai.nirq sezvioeability of the deck followinq the fracture
of a main load canyirg member.
'!he intention of this research is to develop the requirements of the
members tXlr{)risirq the alterna.te load path to satisfy this
definition.
2•3 Unit ReclurxJancy Ratirq Factor
'!he current technique of CCJ1'Pltirq a Ratin] Factor for each
nenber of a bricXJe is not considered practical for application to RR.
In viSti of the 'DIJCh JlK:)re c:x:rrplex analytical m:xiels required, the
usual ratirg analysis ~roa.ch needs to be simplified for practical
use. Also, nany existin:J ncn:x:aup:)Site two-qirder steel ~ridges will
likely yield a Redurx:Jan::y Ratirq Factor (RRF) of zero or less -(i.e.
the bridge cannot ~rt its cwn dead load after fracture of a
girder) • '!his is because either the members ard connections of the
alternate load path· cannot carry the required loads or no suitable
alte1:nate load path can be foun:i. An -RRF of zero is of little use to
the bridge en;ineer who is interested. in establi.shi.rg briQ;Je
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inspection, repair, rehabilitatial ani replacement priorities. nle
ergineer is IOCIrelikely to be interested in knc:Mi.rg \\'hat
no:ii.ficatiCl1S of the members an:i connections on the alten1ate load
path are necessary to achieve the required level of redunC1ancy.
An alternate ClR;)roach, ale that l1¥):re direc::tly meets the needs of
the bridge ergineer, is to determine the requirements of the
alternate load path in terms of an RRF equal to unity for a qiven
ratirq vehicle, runnber of lanes loaded, etc (,B). ~
classificatiaw as well as bri&Je inspection, repair, rehabilitation
am replacement priorities can more easily be established. in term.9 of
the resultirq requirements of the .alternate load path.
2.4 Prcp:)sed~ Ratirg Methods
rrhe alternate load path is evaluated in terns of both strergth
am savioeability (§). '!be stren:fth requirement is based on the
current AASHrO Allc:wable stress an:i!Dad Factor Methods <.~). '!he
selViceability requirement is nE!Vi an:i is based on a permissible
in-service after-fracture deflection arrl,Ior transverse slope of the
deck. Both are irxxn-porated in terms of a limitirg
deflection-to-span-lergth ratio. '!he establishment of a
sex:viceability requirement is cutside the scope of this research,
althc.u:Jh reasonable values are suggested in Article 3. 4 •4 •
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2 .5 carp:ments of the Alternate Load Path
'!he suitable alteJ:nate load path which. incorporates both the
unfractured am fractured girders 1lU.lSt can:y the required dead, live
am i.Jtpact loads safely am prevent excessive deflections in order to
ma.intai.n after-fracture serviceability of the deck. '!be alten1ate
load path for silTple spantwo-girder bridges therefore lmlSt contain
three basic cc::mp:ments (~).
1. A horizontal plane near the top of the girders -which. pro\Tides
lateral stiffness am strergth am -which. is connected to the
bearin;Js th:rcugh. vertical planes at the enjs of the girders.
2. A horizart:al plane near the :oottcm of the girders -which.
develops the forces :released at the fracture.
3 • vertical planes at regular i.rttenrals alalg" the span which
cc:n1eCrt:. the top am bottan horizontal planes.
'Ihese three COi(cments are shown schematically in Fig. 2 for the
bridge configuratiat c:onsidered in this research. '!he ·horizontal
~lane at the top of the qil:ders is prC'Vided by a top lateral braci.:rq
system for a ~:Il'losite 'bJt)-girder steel bridge. '!he .horizontal
plane at the bottan is provided by a bottan lateral bracirg system.
'!he vertical planes are p:rcvided by cross bracirg as shown .in the
figure. '!he vertical planes cal1d be pro\Tided by cross frames or
diapu:agms b.It these configurations are not considered in this
research.
Figure 3 shows a typical top lateral bracirg syste:m
c:onfiguration. It consists of n equal lerqt::h panels where the length
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of each panel is defined b'.i the distance between two adjacent
vertical planes. '!he girder spacing' is S and the span lerqth is ~ as
shown in the figure. '!he tcJp lateral bracing' :furctions like a tn1ss
and lIIJSt consist of weD members as shown in the figure plus chord
members. ~ qi.:cder flarges function as the chord of the t2:uss. For
this reason the tcJp lateral bracing' lIDJSt be near encugh to the top
flarges in order to efficiently develop the forces in the diagonal
weD ms:abers.
Similarly Fig. 4 shews a typical bottan lateral bracirg system
configuration. Except for the midspan fracture of the bottan flarge
of the fractured girder, the qeanetric configuratia'l of the top and
bottan lateral bracing' systems are similar. ~ bottan lateral
bracirq llIJSt be near encugh to the bottan flarqes in order to develop
the forces in the diagaals.
Figure 5 shows typical variations of tcJp and bottau la~
bracirg ccnfigurat~a1S.
Exalrples of cress braciIg and t.zuss bracirg configurations which
provide the vertical planes are shawn in Fig. 6.
'n1ere are many oc:nfiguratia1S of exist.in:J two-qirder brid;es.
Fig. 7 (a) shews a Oll,nel1 exatlple of a bridge with cross braci..rg'
providin:J the vertical planes. '!his is a" CCi[1l1J:J11. bridge configuration
for existirg two-qirder steel bridqes. sane bridqes may not contain
one or lrOre of the three c:x:arponents required for reclurxiancy. For
exanple, Fig. 7 (b) shcws a ~ite two-qirder bridge with tIuss
bracin:J. Many bridges with this configuration do ~ have a top
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lateral braci..rg system. In order to achieve a desireCllevel of
redun:)ancy, a top lateral braci.rg system can be installed. It is
likely that these top laterals can be located at a level just below
the top flarges of the stri..rgers as shcMr1 in the figure.
A ~irder steel bricge -which does not possess the three basic
carponents required for the altenlate load path is considered to :be
nonredun:!ant. It is assumed, however, that JOOSt existing bridges can
be made reclur¥:lant with the installation of the required canponents
am the strerqt:heni.rg of the aR'rcpriate o::nnections.
A bottcm lateral bracing system is a requirement for reClun::lancy
for any siJlple span two-girder briO;e. '!be tottan lateral bracin;J
-
system is the Oilionent of the altenlate load path which develops the
forces :released at the fracture. 'lherefo:re, the .first step in the
Reciurdancy RatiIg of a sinple span two-girder bridge is to develop
the requirements of the tottan lateral braci..rg system.
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3.~ OF '!HE .~ lATERAL BRACING SYSTEM
3 •1 canp.rt:.er McXlel.
A CCJlP.lter m:xlel was developed to assist in the develcprent of
the requirements of the bottan lateral bracin:J system. '!he model
developed was based on the bridge in Ref. 10. A cross section' of the
bridge fran Ref. 10 shaNirg the nc>ncXlTIlX>Site girders is shOY1l1 in Fig.
S (a) • An elevation vi~ showin:J the nonprismatic girders is shOY1l1 in
Fig. 8 (b). '!he span lergt:h is 150 ft. For this particular span of
the bridge in Ref. 10, the flarge splice is at quarterspan as noted
in the figure. '!he brid;e has X-shaped tq> am lx1ttan lateral
bracirg as shown in Fig. 8 (0) • '!he girder spaci.n; is 18 ft. cross
bracirg spacirg is 20 ft. except for the two midspan panels where it
is 15 ft. as sl'lc:Mn in Fig. 8 (0). '!he flool1:>eam spacirg is 10 ft.
Girders are 10 ft. deep. '!he eatplter studies -wereperfo:rmed usirq
the eatp.rt:er Aided. Er¥;ineerin:J Laboratory facility at Fritz
Erqineerin:J Laboratory an:! the G'I'S'IRJDL finite element analysis
program.
'!he~ bcunc1aIy ccn:iitions used for the CCJlP.lter m:xiel are
shewn in Fiq. 9 (a). For siDplicity I the briC9a is shawn with five
panels of bottau lateral bracirg. '!he SlJI.=P)rts are in a horizontal
plane at the level of the bottan lateral bracin;J. 'lhe three
horizontal restraints shown result in an· externally statically
dete:rminate st.n1cture which is qeanetrically st:able. '1hese SlJI.=P)rt
corxli.tions result in no horizontal reaction forces an:i synunetric
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displacements. '!he expected displacements for these support bourrlary
con:ii.tiaw are shown in Fig. 9(b). vertical ~rts are provided at
each em of the t\tJo girders.
In the CCIl'Plter mc:del the bottan lateral diagonals are cxmsidered
to be the ally. system available to develop the forces released at the
fracture. 'D'1erefore the areas of the cross bracirg diagonals am the
tcp lateral bracirg are :t"Educed to nearly zero (0.001 in2). '!he
nx:del is also adjusted to prEIY'ent any relat.ive 1DCV'ement between the
t\tJo girders so that forces in the bottan lateral di.agonals can be
develq;m. 'lh.is is aex:x:atplished by the followirg t\tJo adjustJnents
which are also shaNn in Fig. 10: . ~
1. Irx:reasirg the nanent of inertia of the unfractured. girder
bottan flarge about its major axis to practically infinite (106
. 4)In •
2 • Increasirg the area of the cross bracirg horizontal to
practically infinite (106 in2).
'1hese adjusbnents prevent transverse m:JVeroent of the girders bottom
flargesso that all of the forces released at the fracture can be
develq;m by the bottan lateral bracirg diagonals.
'!he corcrete deck am flex>rbeams are considered. as dead load
only. '!he dead load is transferred. to the t\tJo girders by deck link
:meni:ers as shewn in Fig. 11.
,A sketd1 of the finite element mesh used in the mc:delirg is shown
in Fig. 12. A SUllIDarY of the finite elements used for the members is
shewn in Table 1.
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In the caxprt:er mc:del the fracture is assumed to exterd t:hro.1cJh
the bottan (tension) flan;,e and t:hro.1cJh the full "Web depth as sho.m
in Fig. 13. 'n1e tq;> (carpression) flarge is assumed to be intact and
capable of resistirg the remain.i.:rq after-fracture exmpressive fo:rce
in the 'girder and the relatively small live load shear at midspan.
Inactive nodes are placecl~ the qirder 'Web as shown in the
figure so the fracture can easily be Jl¥:WEd to different locations.
3 .2 Allowable stress Met:hcxl
'lbe initial develcpnerlt of the Allowable stress Method considers
only the case of midspan fracture of one of the girders. Equations
for the fo:rces and conespordin; required areas of the bottan lateral
d.iagaW.s are developed for midspan fracture. 'Ihese ec;{l1ations are
then DXXiified to take into accamt the effect of different fracture
scenarios .'
3 •2.1 Forces Dsveloped After Fracture
Figure 14 shows a two-qirder bridge with five panels of tcp ard
bottan lateral bracing'. In the figure the girder spacing' is S, the
girder depth is d and the span len:fth is ~ • '!be rnnnber of panels of
tq;>- and bottan lateral bracirg is n. 1l1e areas of all the 00ttc:m
lateral d.iagaW. 11Alt>ers shown in Fig. 14 (a) are assumed to be equal.
'!be loads and reactiaw actirg on the fractured and unfracture:l
girders are shcwn in Fig. 15. '!he weight of the structure is assumed
to be cq:plied as a Unifonn line load, w, on each girder. 1l1e
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resultant of the live loads is assumed to be at midspan. '!he
fraction of total live, L, plus impact, I, load on the fractured
girder is @. '!herefore ?(L+-I) am (1-t3) (L+I) are the resultant
concentrated live loads located at midspan of the fractured and.
unfractured girdeJ:s respectiVely. lJhe unfractured girder is
supporteci at };)Oints A am B am the fractured girder's supports are
located at };)Oints C· ard D as shown in the figure. ~ By symmeb:y , the
resultirg reactions at C ard·O on the fractured girder are eq:ua.l.
'!he reactions are fourd by summ.irg nanents about line AB alorg the
unfractured girder ard are shc:Mn in Fig. 15.
After midspan fracture occurs, the force applied to the :bottom
flarge of the fractured girder on half the span by the OOttan lateral
bracirg diagonals is 2:F = F1 + F2 + F3 as shown in Fig's. 14 (b) and.
(c) • Although the cross bracing nay also apply supporting forces to
the fractured girder these forces are ignored, which is consistent
with the lCMer boun:1 approach (.§)., '!he force LF calculated on the
con::1ition of zero benii..rg m::nnent at midspan of the fractured girder
is,
1
(3.1)
'!he summation of forces, LFBL, of each of the bottan lateral diagonal
members on half the span is equal to 0« rF), where 0( is the ratio of
the lergt:h of a OOttam lateral diagonal member to the len;rth of the
panel. SUbstitutirg this into Eq. 3.1, the forces in the bottom
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lateral diagonals must sum. up to,
2) = 0<
BL d
W~2 0(L+-I»)
+
8 4
(3.2)
Forces F1 ani F2 are each developed by two bottom lateral
diagonals, one in tension am one in compression as shown in Fig.
14(0). '!he force F3 is developed by only one member in tension.
studies shew that the forces in the diagonal members dec:rease fran
midspan to the en:i of the girder (& ,1). '!hat is F1 > F2 > F3 • 'Ihus ,
for assumed equal areas of the diagonal nenbers, the requireCi area as
governed by tension is deteJ::mi.ned by the tension force in the
diagonals at midspan as shown in Fig. 14 (0). Similarly the requireCi
area as governed by compression is determined. by the campression
force in 'the diagor1a.l ill the adjacent panel, as sh.c7m1 in the -figure.
Consider, for nCM, only the tension force in the bottom lateral
diagonals at midspan. If all diagonals had equal fo:rces, the force
in the diagonal ,at midspan would be that given in Eq. 3.2 .divided by
n. 'Ib account for the increase in force in this diagonal as
discussed above, Eq. 3.2 can be multiplieci again by a coefficient v.
Since the coefficient v is different for dead arx1 for liva load
effects, the coefficient can be separated into a coefficient for dead
load, vD' an:i a ~fficient for live load, VL• 'Ihus the dead load
force, FBID, am live load plus ilrpact force, FBLL, in the tension
diagonal at midspan are given by,
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FBID = (3.3)
0< (3[L+-I]~ VLF = • -
BLL 4d n
(3.4)
'!he extreme values of Vo an:i vL can be detenni.neCl as follCIWS. If
the two girders are assumecl to have infinite cross sectional areas,
then canpatibility requires that all bottan lateral diagonal members
have equal forces (,§,1). In this case vD = vL = 1.0. Similarly if
the two girders are assumecl to have zero cross sectional areas vD =
vL = n ani the tension force in the diagonals 'at midspan cany all of
t.11e loads. All other diagonals have zero forces. In what fol1C1WS,
values of Vo an:!. vL between these two limits will be established for
practical two-girder bridges.
3 •2 •2 Required Area for Midspan Fracture
As in:ticated in Art. 2. 3, the approach used in this research for
the after-fracture evaluation of an exi.stirq two-qirder steel bridge
is to detenninethe~of the alternate load path in terms
of an RRF equal to unity. '!he followirq Ratirq Factor for the
Allowable stress Methcxi was previously given in Eq. 1.1,
(3.5)
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'!he stresses in the midspan bottan lateral diagonals fran Eq' s • 3. 3
am 3.4 are,
f =o
'Wi1ere ~ = area of bottan lateral diaqona]..
SUbstitutirg the above equatiaw into D:t. 3 .5, the RRF for the
midspan bottan lateral diaqonals is,
RRF =
[o<w~. 2. v~f - * -all ~ n
(3.6)
'!he retqUi.red area is fcun:i by settin;J the RRF equal to unity.
settin:J Eq. 3.6 equal to ooe, the required ~, AaL, of the bottan
lateral d:iaqonal members for midspan fracture is,
, (3.7)
'!he force, FBL, in the cantrollin] midspan tension diagonal is
fcun:i by lDJ.1tiplyirg both sides of Fq. 3.7 by the allCMable stress,
fall'
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(3.8)
3.2.3 Appropriate v Factors
Practical values of Vo ani vL need to be determined by studyin1
existi.rg bridges. A canputer study was perfonned, usi.rg the canputer
model based on the bridge in Ref. 10 ani descriJ:>ed in Art. 3.1, to
determine the variation in v0 ani vL for typical bridges with this
configuration am midspan ,fracture imposed.
several bridges based on Ref• 10 were modeled for computer
analysis, caveri.rg practical rarges of span len;rth am number of
panels of lateral bracirq, l:ut maintaining the 18 foot girder spaci.rg
of the bridge in Ref. 10. '!he computer models inclu:1ecl bridges with
spans of 100, 150 am 200 feet. '!he span lergth to qirder depth
ratio (9/d) was kept constant at 15. '!he X-shaped bottom lateral
braci.rg is shcJwn in Fig. 16 (a). '!he same relative location of flarqe
splice, at qua:rterspan, is maintained. as shcJwn in Fig. 16 (b). '!he
number of panels am the assumed area, AaL, of bottan lateral braci.rg
diagonals were varied in each model. Details of the bridges used in
the computer study are shor.tln in Table 2. Eighteen different cases
are modeled as shown in the table.
For midspan fracture, the bottom lateral diagonal in tension at
midspan p:rcves to be m:>re critical than the governing canpression
tnelTIber in the adjacent panels in all cases in the computer study.
'!hat is, when the tension diagonal is at its. allc:Mable tensile
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stress, the carpression d.iaga1al is always belC"H its allCMable
o:::upressive stress' assumirg that it is braced at mid-len;t:h by the
tension diaqonal in that panel. 'Iherefore parametric studies were
performeci to detel:mine simple expressiaw for v0 ani vL for the
tensial d.iaga1als at midspan for the abov'8 18 cases.
Values of Vo ani vL were obtai.neci by substitutirg. the values of
FBID~ FaLL fran the -CCI1p.1ter output into Eq' s. 3. 3 ani 3.4. 'Ihese
thirty six values of Vo am vL are plotted as a function of the
stiffness pa.ra:meter ~ am the number of panels, n, in Fig's. 17 an::i
18.
Where,
'!he stiffness parameter, 1\, is a fuootia1 of the ratio of the axial
stiffn9ss of a ~~ lateral bracirq diagonal nen1:er to the axial
stiffness of the effective area, Af , of the bottan flCU'X]e,
where, ~ = Af + o.3~
Af = Average area of cne girder bottan flarge
~ = Area of qirder web
Usirg a trial am error~ am mai.ntaini.rg the ccn:lition
that the RRF 1IIJst equal unity, the cuzves in Fig's. 17 an:i 18 \4IeI'e
used'toqether with Eq. 3.7 to eatp.Ite the );)Oints plotted in Fig's. 19
and 20. TIep~ is as fol1a.1S. First an Am, is assumed. With
this value of Am" ~ is calculated and values of vD an:i vL are
obtai.neci fran Fig's. 17 am 18. '1hese values of Vo and vL are then
substituted into Eq. 3. 7 an:i the required Am, is calculated. '!he
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asstnned value of AaL is then canpared to the required value. '!his
p~ is continued until convel:gence of the assumed. am required
.A:eL• 'Ibis procedure is perfonned for the six ccanbinations. of span ~
length and rn.nnber of panels used in the study as shown in Table 2.
'!he coefficients Vc and vL are plotted for two assumed values of
allowable stress in Fig's. 19 arxi 20 as a function of the three
different span lergths used in the study, arxi with two values of n
for each span lergth.
'!he straight lines shown in Fig's. 19 arxi 20 represent a
conservative best fit of the data points. '!hey can also be used to
detennine the coefficients Vo and-vL for other practical span lenc;rt:hs
am allowable stresses. '!he equations of these straight lines is as
follONS,
Vo = 0.8 + 0.36j,!fall
vL = 0.8 + 0.359./fall
(3.9)
(3 .10)
where ~ is in feet and fall is in ksi.
Table 3 shONS a canparison of the required .AaL usin:J the data
points in Fig's. 19 am 20 to the results obtained. usin:J Eq's. 3.9
and 3. 10 • For l:C1NS *2 am *4 the values on the l:C1NS labeled.
"carp.1ter analysis" were calculated usirg the data points. '!he
values belCM" these were CCItpJ.ted usirg the coefficients Vo am vL
9iven by Eq' s. 3 •9 am 3 .10. A similar procedure is· used to
detennine the required areas in :rcJWS *1 arxi *3. '!he fcur levels of
allowable stress were chosen to determine if Eq' s. 3 •9 am 3.10 -wolld
provide results reasonably cl<JSe to th<JSe obtai.ned. by eatp.Iter
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analysis for practical rarges. of fall. '!he siJIplifie:i equations
result in CCI1SerVative estimates of Am" ani are within 9% of the
cx:arp.It:ed value.
'!he results of the equatiaw for midspan fracture of one of the
girders are c:t1ecked for each of the six bridqes with the canbinations
of span lergth ani n shcJwn in Table 2. . '!he required area of bottan
lateral.d.i.agaal fran Eq's. 3.7, 3.9 ani 3.10, usirq fall = 27 ksi ,
is input into the CCIIp1ter DrJdel tor ead1 of the six canbinations of
span lergth ani number of panels. '!he resultirg bottan lateral
forces for the six bria;es a:re shawn in Fiq's. 21(a) th%u (f). '!he
results of this carp.rt:er outp.rt ~ summarize:i in Table 4 • '!he
maxiJrum tensile stress is belOW' the allowable of 27 ksi for five of
the six bri~ as shcMn in Table 4A. 'Ihe.re is a slight overstress
in the 200 ft. bridqe with thirteen panels. As expected, the midspan
tensile diaqcntl is DDre critical than the gOV'e.rnirg canpression
diaqcnal for all six bridqes. . 'Ihe ratio of the maxilm.nn canpressiva
stress to the maximJm tensile stress in a bottan lateral diagonal for
eac::h of the six bridges is shcJwn in Table 4B.
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3 • 2 • 4 eritical Fracture scenarios
EverYt:hin3' done up to this point considers only' the case of
midspan fracture of one of the girders. A CC1ltp.lter study is noN
perfonned., usirq the CC1ltp.lter no:1e1 based on the bridge in Ref. 10
ard descri.l:e:l in Art. 3.1, to detenni.ne if there are lOOre critical
fracture ~ios than the midspan fracture. Fractures are
intrcxiuce:i in panels other than at midspan on three of the six
bridges. Ilhe area of bottan lateral diago:nal used for each fracture
scenario is the required area for midspan fracture as calculated. in
Eq' s. 3. 7, 3. 9 ard 3 .10. Table 5 shOVlS the results of this study.
3 •2 .4.1 Required Area as Governed by Tension
Examination of Table SA shows that the critical fracture scenario
as govenlSd by tension is ei~ midspan fracture or fracture in the
panel adjacent to mi.cL~. '!he biggest increase in maximLmt ~"'1Sile
stress for a fracture in the panel adjacent to midspan is in the 100
ft. bridge with seven panels. 'Ihe increase is small (2%) an:i the
maximum. tensile stress is still belaN fall. .
A study is pe.rfonned to detenni.ne the effect of AaL on the
diff~ in the maximum. tensile stress bettNeen midspan fracture ani
adjacent to midspan fracture. Upper ard ,1CMer bot1nis of the required
AaL for RRF = 1.0 for midspan fracture (Eq's. 3.7, 3.9, am 3.10) are
int:ut into the canputer nodal. '!he lJl'PC=r ani lCMer bot1nis are ±25%
of the required ~. '!he results of the study are shown in Table 6.
'!he lCMer balni area results in an increase of 6.3% in the maximum
tensile stress of a botton lateral diagonal. 'Iherefore, to account
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for the, possible increase in stress due to fracture in the panel
adjacent to midspan, an a.1Tplification factor is needed. A
consavative aIl1I:"'lificat~on factor of ~ = 1.1 is suggested.
'lbe required area of bottan lateral diagonal as gO\Te:rned by
tension, for the c:ritical fracture scenario, is obtained by no:lifyirq
Eq. 3 •7 by the amplification factor,
~=
where vD an:! vL are calculated fran Eq's. 3.9 an:! 3.10.
(3.11)
3.2.4.2 MaxiIm.Im canpressive Stress
Examination of Table 5B shoNs that the o:itical fracture scenario
as 9O"erned. by ce:atpression is fracture in the first interior panel.
'!his fracture scenario is stud.ied for all six bridges with tllte
results surmnarized in Table 7. Fran this data it can be seen that
ce:atpression is m:st critical for shorter spans with higher values of
0<. 'lbe most critical case is the 100 ft. span with seven panels.
It must nc::M be checked to see if ce:atpression qcJV'erns for this
case. 'lbe 1:IUcklirg noiel. of the cClupression diagonal, c:onsideriIg it
to be. braced at mid-lergt:h by the tension diagonal, is shown in Fig.
22. 'Ih.e force, PT, in the tension diagonal am the force, Per' in
the canpression diagonal' are shown in the figure. 'lbe critical load,
P ,of the CClli'ression member about its in-plane axis is related to
cr
the tension member that braces it at the center. Tests have sl":u:Mn
that when the trNo members have the same size am are made of the same
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material, the tension member is eq¢valent to an unyieldi.rg support.
(11) • '!hus the canpression member k:uckl.es into a full sine wave as
shown in the figure, at a load, Per' equal to four times that Without
arr:l center bracirg (11).
'Iherefore, the len;rth of the column for the bucklin; nOO.el of the
COlTIJ?ression diagonal is taken as L, or half of the lergth of the
diagonal. '!he ern of the canpression diagonal where it meets the
tension diagonal can be considered a pinned. ern. '!be ern which
frames into the girder is a riveted, boltec1, or welded. connection.
AASHIO (1) recamnen:ls the followirg effective len;rth factors:
K = 0.75 for riveted, bolted; or welded. connections.
K = 0.875 for pinned. enis
To be conseJ:Vative, ~ an effective lergth factor of K = 0.875.
'Iherefore, the effective lergth of the canpression diagonal is taken
as (0.S75)L, where L is half the lergth of the diagonal.
'lbe 100 ft. span bridge with seven panels is chec:ked to see if
the naxiIm.nn canpressive stress in a bottan lateral diagonal as a
result of fracture in the first interior panel exceeds the allC7#1able
canpressiva ~ stress. usirg the Operatirg Ratirg level ani a.ssumin1
that the yield strergth is 36 ksi, the allowable stress for
compression in a concentrically loaded. column is given by,
'!be forces in the bottan lateral diagonals for the bridge with
fracture in the first interior panel are shc:Mn in Fig. 23 • '1b.e
fall c = 21180 - 0.67(KL(r)2
. ,
(3.12)
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maxilnum compressive stress is,
Equatirg this stress with the allONable stress given by Eq. 3. 12
279 k
f = = -17.4 ksi
c 16.0 in2
yields,
or,
17400 ~ 21180 - 0.67(~r)2
- (KIlr) .?: 75
'lberefore the req¢recl radius of gyration for the bottan lateral
diagonal is,
r > K /75 = (0.S75) (138 in.)/7S = 1.61 in.
'!he req¢recl area as governed by tension CEq's 3.9, 3.10, ani
3 .11) is 17. 6 in2 • '!he nost econanical section based on this
req¢recl area is,
wr 6 X 60, A = 17.6 in2 , r y = 1.57 in.
crhis section is adequate for tension but the m.i.miJm:nn radius of
gyration (1. 57 in) is slightly belO¥1 the req¢recl value for
compression (1.61 in). 'Dlerefore, a fonnula needs to be developed
for the maximum canpressive forc:e in a bottan lateral diagonal.
'!he data fran Table 7 is fitted with conservative straight lines
as a function of 0< am ~ in Fig. 24. '!he equation of these lines is,
f o :t Q=.~c = ~(O.58 - O.0014~)
f t
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(3.13)
'Where fa = maximum canpressive stress due to fracture in the first
interior panel
f t = maximum tensile stress due to midspan fracture
'1herefore, the maximum campression. force in a bottan lateral diagonal
for the critical fracture in the first interior panel is given by,
(3.14)
where, ~c is given by Eg. 3.13
FBL is fran Eg. 3.8, with Vo ani vL fran Eg's 3.9 ani 3.10.
'!he design ergineer can check if the ·existi..rg bottan lateral diagonal
is sufficient for this canpression force. If retrofitti..rg is beirg
considered, the section chosen to satisfy RRF = 1.0 for tension
(Eq's. 3.9, 3.10 ani 3.11) can be chec:ked if it is satisfactoIy for
the maximnn corapression force givan by Eq. 3.14 •
3 •3 I.J:ad Factor Methcxi
Figure 25 shows the ncdel used for the Load Factor Method with
midspan fracture. It is assumed that all of the bottan lateral
diagonals in tensi9Il are yielded ani that all of the diagonals in
campression are b.1ckled..
3 •3.1 Required Area for Midspan Fracture
'!he number of bottan lateral diagonals subjected to the total
force L.FBL (Eq. 3.2), is (nH)j2 as shcMn in Fig. 25. '!here is no
need for a coefficient, v, because all the tension members have
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yielded an:l carry the same load. 'nlerefore the dead load force,
FBID, an:l live load plus iInpact force, F:su..' in any tension diagonal
are given by,
(3.15)
n+l
F =BIL -*
n+l
~[Irf-I]~
4d
(3.16 )
rrhe follOW'irq Ratirq Factor for the load Factor Methc:xi was
previously given in Eq. 1.2, (~)
In this case I
RF= (3 .17)
qsu = (fy ) (Am)
where f y = yield stress level
'Iherefore the Redl.1lmncy Ratirq Factor (RRF) for the tension botton
lateral diagonals is founi by substitutirq Eq' s. 3•15 an:l 3.16 into
Eq. 3.17,
'!he required area, AaL' of bottan lateral diaqonal for midspan
fracture is foun:l by settirq the RRF equal to \mi.ty,
RRF =
2'YLO<@(Irf-I)~
4d(nH)fy
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3 •3 .2 Critical Fracture scenario
'!he oritical fracture scenario which creates the maxi.nn.nn tensile
force in the bottan lateral diagonal members needs to be determined.
Figure 26 sl1a-1s the m:xiel for the Load Factor Method for fracture in
a panel other than midspan. It is assumed that all eatpression
diaqanals are bJckled and all tension diaqonals are yielded on the
short side of the fracture as shcMn in Fig. 26(a). '!he numl::er of
tensiat di.aqalals to carryLF for the short span is [ (n+1)/2 - i] ,
'Where i is the~ of panels fran midspan at whim the fracture
occurs as shown in the figure.
the forces and reactions actirg on the fractured. girder, igrx>rirq
the cross bracirq forces, are shcMn in Fig. 26(b). '!he summation of
forces, LF, ~lied to the b::Jttan flarge of the fractured. gi.Ider by
the bottan lateral bracirg diagonals is calculated. on the con:lition
. .
of zero ben:iirx1 nanent at the PJint of fracture on the fractured
girder,
[F = [W~/2(l/2-i/n)~ - W/2(1/2-i/n)2~2 + (1/2+i/n)~(Lf-I)(1/2-i/n)~]1/d
!his equaticrl can be sinplified to,
-- *
Sci
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~(Lf-I)~
4d.
'lherefore, the amplification factor, ~, to take into acc::c:urrt the
loca:tial of fracture is FBL fran Eq. 3. 19 divided by FBL for midspan
fracture which is given by Eq. 3.15 plus Eq. 3.16,
Fach of the yielded tensiCll diagonals on the short side of the
fracture cany the same force. si.nc::e the mnnber of tension diagonals
to cany ~F is [(n+1)/2 - i] am LFBL =O<[F, the maximum force in a
bottan lateral tension d.iagcnU for a fracture in the i' th panel is,
(3.19)
0<[1 - (2i/n)2]
[(n+l)/2 - i]
F =BL
t= [1 - (2i/n)2] (n+1)/2[(n+l)/2 -i] (3 .20)
Table 8 shows the values of ~' for different canbinations of n an:1 i.
tIhe maximum, or very near to maxinu.nn, value of ~ occurs in the i =
(n-3)/2 panel. 'Iherefore the critical fracture scenario for the Load
Factor Methcxi is ~cture at i = (n-3)/2 panels fran midspan, or the
first interior panel.
3 •3 •2.1 Required. Area
SUbstitutirg i = (n-3)/2 into Eq. 3.20 yields,
.~max = 0.75(1 + l/n) (2 - 3/n)
To take into ac:xn.mt that ~max is slightly larger than the value at i
= (n-3) /2 for larger mmb!rs of panels as seen in Table 8, the alxrve
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Eq. is IrOdified slightly,
~ = 0.77(1 +l/n) (2 - 3/n) (3.21) .
'lberefore the required area of bottan lateral diagonal is the value
required for midspan fracture CEq. 3 .18) multiplied by the
amplification factor (Eq. 3.21),
'!he force, FBL, in eac:h of the yielded tension diagonals is foun:i
by multip1yin; both sides of Eq. 3.22 by the yield stress, fy '
(3.23)
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3.4 8el:viceability Method
'l11e serviceability Mfathoc1 is only used to detennine the
requirements of the bottau lateral bracin:J system. '!be required
area, ~, of bottau lateral diagonal is determined to satisfy a
(A/) ) lim. '!he design ergineer can choose the maximum permissible
deflection-tD-span-length ratio he will tolerate. '!he SeJ:Viceability
Method will tell the ergineer the required Am, to limit the
deflection to this value. . If sezviceability controls, the
requirements of the cross brcicirg am top lateral bracirg are fO\.ll"rl
fran the Allowable stress Method equations usirg the value of FBL
fran the 8eIViceability Method. ,-
For the serviceability Method it is assumed that each half span
of the fractured girder remains straight after fracture. It is also
assumed. that there is no lateral displacement of the girders. '!he
unfractured girder is assumed. to remain straight. '!he requirements
of the bottan lateral bracirg system are first _ for the
case of midspan fracture.
3 .4.1 Required Area for Midspan Fracture
Figure 27 shows the displacement relationships for the fractured
girder am the bottan lateral bracirg. Fran Fig. 27 (a) it Can be
seen that,
6 h
=~ 2d
(3.24)
where, h = horizontal displacement of fractured girder at midspan as
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shown in the figure
6. = vertical displacement of fractured girder at midspan
Fran Fig. 27(b), the strain of the bottan lateral tension diagonal at
midspan is,
E =BL =
'!he stress in the bottan lateral diaqonal is,
(3.25)
Coefficients, similar to vD and VL in the Allowable Stress
Method, are needEd for the serviceability Method. '!he coefficients
for the serviceability Method are defined as f
o
for dead load am rL
for live plus i.:IrQ?act. '!he dead load force, FBID, and live load plus
impact force, FBLL, in the bottan lateral tension diagonal at midspan
for the serviceability Method are fcmxi by replacirg v with r in the
Allowable Stress Method equations (Eq's. 3.3 and 3.4), as follows,
O<W~2 foF = * -BID Sci n
F =
0< ~(Ir+-I)~ to
* -BTL 4d n
(3.26)
(3.27)
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Dividi..n:J Eq's. 3.26 am 3.27 by~ am substitut~ for fBL in Eg.
3.25 gives,
SUbstitutir:g this value of h into Eq. 3.24 gives,
2~ :XW~2 t
-><: @(Lfo!)Xr~r-:.( t ~I Ph= +
~ 8dn 4dn
(3.28)
In the 5eIViceability Methcxi, the requirements of the alten1ate
load path are determine:1 by S?ltisfyin:} a A/Q limit. BoIvin:} Eq. 3.28
for the required area of bottan lateral diagonal,
It was fcmx:l that it is easier to develop equations for (c</n) rD
ani (a9n>,(L than for ro ani rr 'Iherefore ~ = ~/n)rD am ~ =
(o</n>fL are substituted into Eq. 3.29, .
(3.30)
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3 .4 .2 Al:Propriate u Factors
SUitable values of fo ani fL are fo.md for the SeJ:Viceability
Method. in a similar manner as vo·ani vL were foun:l for the All<JWable
stress Method.. '!his is done by ol::>taini.rq the value of fj. due to dead
load fran the c::onp1ter, substitutirg it into Eq. 3.29 with the bridge
data ani the dead loads only, am solvirg for .r0 for each of the
eighteen cases shawn in Table 2. 'l11e same procEdure is used to fird
fL. 'n1ese thirty six values of to am rLare plotted as a function
of the stiffness parameter, ~, ani n in Fig's. 28 ani 29.
A trial ani error procedure is used to detemine values of to am
rL for the stu:ly bridqes for different (ty~) limits. '!he procedure
is as follows. First an Am, is assumed. With this value of AaL, I1c
is calculated ani values of to am rL are obtained fran Fig's 28 ani
29. 'lbese values of ro ani rL are then substituted intoEq. 3.29 am
the required AaL is calculated. '!he assumed value of Am.. is then
~ to the required value fran Eq. 3.29. '!his process is
continued until convergence of the assumed ani required AaL. '!his
procEdure is pedormed for the six canbinations of span lergth ani
number of panels for A/~ limits of 1/200 ani 1/300. '!he values of
Un am Ur, are famd fran Un = (O</n>to am ~ = (o<;n>tL • Ilhe
results are summarized in Table 9.
'!he maximum values of Un am Ur, for each span len;t:h shown
urxierlineci in Table.9 are plotted ~ l/u versus span lerqt:h for each
6/~ limit in Fig's. 30 am 31. '!he straight lines shewn in Fiq's. 30
am 31 represent a conservative best fit of the data points. '!he
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equations of these lines is of the form,
'lhe equations for the slope of these lines, % am ~, as foun:i fram
a best fit of the data are,
1
= 0.5 + %
Un
1
= 0.5 + ~
Un
(3.31)
(3.32)
%= 0.03 - 7 x 10-5eQ/A)
CL = 0.035 - 7 x 10-5(~/A)
SUbstitutin:J these equations for %am CL into Eq's. 3.31 am 3.32
yields,
100
~=
50 + ~[3 - 0.007 ]
eb./~)1m
100
50 + ~[3'5 - 0.007 J
(~/~) Ibn
(3.33)
(3. 34)
'n1erefore, the J:'eClllired area of bottan lateral diagonal for
midspan fracture is given by Eq. 3.30 with values of Un ard ~ fram
Eq's. 3.33 ard 3.34.
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3 •4. 3 eritical Fracture scenario
A c::arp.rter study is perfonred to determine the critical fracture
scenario for the sezviceability Methcx1. 'Ihe critical fracture is
defined as the one which results in the maximum en:! slope, a, of the
bridge'. Figure 32 (a) shows the case of midspan fracture. Fig. 32 (b)
shows a fracture in a panel other than midspan.
3.4.3.1 Maximum Sl~
An anplificatia'l factor, ~e' for the increase in slope due to
fracture locatia"l is :i.nt.roduced,
where, Qfa - girder slope due to fracture in a panel other than
midspan
emf - qit:der slope due to midspan fracture
'!he ratio of deflection, 6 f8 , as a result of IXlt'l-midspan fracture to
the deflectial, lJ.mf' as a result of midspan ~cture is defined as
~6. Fran Fig. 32,
~fs / (0.5 - i/n)~
~mf / 0.5~
or, ~e =
, 1 - 2i/n
Examination of the data fran the eatp.Iter study on fracture
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scenario for the Allowable stress Method reveals that the critical
fracture Scenario for max.inIJm qirder slc:pe is fracture :in the en:l
panel. Fracture is intrcduoed :in the em panel of three of the
bridges in the caxp.rt:e.r study. '!he~ used is calculated frau Eq t S •
3.30, 3.33 an:! 3. 34 for midspan fracture. 'Ihree values of ~ are
calc::ulated for each briCk3e usi.rgl\/~ limits of 1/100, 1/200 arrl
1/300. '!he results of the study are S1JI\'U\l8rized in Table 10. '!he
assumed value of (~'!~ )lim is at the top of each column. '!he
actual values of (c./ ~) fran the eatp.Iter altput are shown in
parenthesis in the column labeled midspan fracture. Equations 3. 30,
3.33 ani 3.34 result in conseIVative values of Li/~ in all cases.
'!be values of ~e vary fran 1.79 to 1.57. '!be fo1lowi.rg equation
is developed to fit the data,
lPe = 1.8 - 1.6/n
'Iherefo:re, the critical girder slc:pe fran fracture :in the en:l panel
can be fcurxl fran,
ear = ~eemf = [1.8 - 1.6/n] (2) (6~) lim
or, (3.35)
Where, (6/~)1m is the All limit for midspan fracture.
'!he critical slope (Eq. 3.35) for fracture in the erx1 panel for a
given bridge can be chedwi basej on the ctwn (6 /~ ) lim. rrhe bridge
ergineer can decide if the critical girder slc:pe is satisfactolj1
based on seJ:V"iceability considerations.
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3.4.4 SUitable (6/~) Ldmits
A reasonable rarge of (11/Q) lim needs to be established. '!be
lower bourrl of «(j./~)lim is based on the existin:J deflections in
bridges. '!he deflection of the unfracture:1 bridge is shcwn in Fig.
33 (a). In the unfract'.Jred bridge the only deflection, D.L, is due to
live load because it is assumed that the bridge is cambered to equal
the dead load deflection. '!he live load deflection-to-span-length
ratio is limited by AASHIO <.J:) to 1/800.
'!he deflection of the fractured bridge is shown in Fig. 33 (b) .
In this case the (~/~) lim is based on (6L + .6D)I ~. It is assumed
that ~L I~ is equal to its limitirq value of 1/800. 'Iherefore, if
the dead load deflection, ~D' is equal to the live load deflection,
/).L' the total deflection-to-span-length ratio is, (1/800) + (1/800)
= (1/400).
HCJWe'Ver I in existi.nc1 bridges the dead load deflection is usually
significantly larger than the live load deflection. Assumi.rg ~t ~
is twice ALI
=
3
800
=
1
267
'Iherefore the 1<:1Ner bourrl of (6/~) lim is suggested as ( ~I 9. )lim =
(1/300).
'!he upper bourd of (~) lim is based on the naximum axrount of
deflection at which vehicles can still safely traverse the bridge.
'!his limit is a matter of judgercent on the part of the bridge
~ineer• A maxiJmJm value of (A/~) lim = 1/100 is suggested in this
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research.
-
'Iherefore it is suggested to use a (6./~ )1m between 1/100 am
1/300 for the 8eIviceability Method.
3•5 Resultirg (A/~ ) fran the st:rerqt:h MethcxJs
Fornulas are n:N develq:e:l for the (6/~) values resulti..rq f:rcm
~termi.nirg the requirenvants of the bottan lateral bracirg by each of
the st.ren;th methods. 'Ibis will enable the bridge en;i.neer to knaN
the ( A/ ~ > correspondi.nq to a required Am, based on strength
considerations. If the resultirg (6/~) is too high in the opinion of
the e:rgineer, a new AaL can be determined usirg the 5eJ:viceability
Method equations with a satisfacto:ry value of (A/j> 1m.
3 .5.1 Allowable stress Methcxt
A fornula needs to be develc:pa:1 for the resultirg (6/Q) fran the
required area, AaL' of bottan lateral diagonals for the AlICMable
stress Method c 'Ibis value of ( 6 / ~ ) 'can be determined fran the
serviceability Method equatia1S (Eq's 3.30, 3.33 ani 3.34) . Solvirg
Eq. 3.30 for (~~) yields,
(3. 36)
'!he value of (Aj~) can be fan'Xi by substitutin1 the~ fran the
Allowable stress method equations CEq's. 3.7, 3.9 am 3.10) into Eq.
3 .36. 'Ibis requires a trial am error procedure because the
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equations for Un am ~ (Eq's. 3.33 am 3.34) are also in tenns of
(A/~) • '.'
Another equation needs to be deVeloped which will solve for (A/~)·
wit.h.oot the need of a trial am error solution. '!he plots of to arrl
rL versus the stiffness parameter, ~, shown in Fig's. 28 am 29 are
fit with conseIVative curves,
ro = [1 + o.55(n2~) ]
rL = [1 + O.30(n2~) ]
SUbstitutin;J l\: = Am/ (o<...JAf ) into the above equation ard siJl'plifying
yields,
(3.37)
Where ~ = Area fran Allcwable stress Method (Eq. 3.7)
Af =~+\,
Af = Average area of one girder bottau flan:;re
\, = Area of girder web
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'1berefo:re, the resultirg (A/~) for the Allowable stress Method is
given by Eq. 3.37. '!he equatial is checked for the six canbinations
of span len;rth ani mnnber of panels used in the e:atpIter studies an:i
shown in Table 2-. '!he results are summariZed in Table 11. rrhe first
column shews the results obtained usirg Eq. 3.37. 'Ihe secord cx>lumn
shows the results usirq the trial an:! error procedure with Eq' s 3. 30 ,
3 .33 an:! 3 .34 described above. 'lhe thim CX)lumn shCMB the results
obtained. fran the cx::rnp.rt:er outp.1t fran the Allowable Stress Metllod
study. Table 11 shCMB that Eq. 3•37 results in a conseIVative
estimate of (~/~) in 8.11 six cases.'
3 •5.2 IDad Factor Method
An equaticn needs to be developed for the :resultirg (A / ~) fran
the required area, ~, of bottan lateral diagonals for the Load
Factor Method. '!be equation for (AJ1) is derived assumi.rg that the
bottan lateral diagonal in the ern panel has just yielded. '!he
equatial is developed with this assumption because the diagonal in
the erd panel will be the last ens to reach yield.
Figure 34 shows the displacemerIts of the fractured girder am the
bottan lateral system after fracture on a bridge with seven panels.
In Fiq. 34(a) the displacenearts of the bottan lateral system are
shown. 'Ihe <:XI1PressiCl1 cl.ia.gaals are assumed to be buckled. '!he
horizontal displacement of the bottan flarge at the fracture is
assumed as h as shawn in the figure. '!he horizonta1 displacements
due to qirder shorteni.l'q at the fractured girder ,are sl tl1rcugh
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S(n+1)/2 as shown in the figure. Since no girder shortenin:J occurs
between joint -A and the fracture, 51 = O.'Ihe horizontal
displacements of joints F,G, H ani I on the unfrac:tureci girder due
to girder elQl'XJatioo are e1, e2, e(n-1)/2 and e(n+1)/2 respectively.
'!he force distril:u.tial in the bottan lateral diagonals is shcMn
in Fig. 34 (b). Each. yielded tension diagonal carries the same force,
(FBL) <Am) • '!here are (n+l)/2 tension diagonals to carry the total
forCe, F, aw1ied to the bottan flarge of the fractured girder on
half the span.
Figure 34 (c) ~ the force distril:ution alorg the girder
flarges. '!he displacement I u, of ~joint B relative to j oint A is (1),
U = NL +Ar! 4Irl:.
(3.38)
Where, N = sum of the forcas cq:plied at joints B t:hrcugh E
E = YCJUr.g" s Modulus
L = bay leD;Jth (~/n)
d = girder depth
Ag - area of girder
I g - nanent of inertia of girder
'!he elon;ation of the en:i bottan lateral diagcnU needs to be
found since the equatiCXl for (O/~) is beirg developed based on this
member just read1.in:J its yield. Fran Fig. 34(a), the elorgation,
eed I of the en:i diagonal is I
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1
eed - 0( [h - S(n+l)/2 - e(n-l)/2 ] (3.39)
Equation 3.38, with values of N fran the force distri..bution in
Fig: 34(0), is~ t;o calculate the values of s(n+l)/2' e(n-l/2) ani
e l ,
(3.40)+ --
n
(niJ/2
f:=:J. (2i)
F
n+l
F
e(n-l)/2 = n+l
n-3
2
(n-l>/2
+ L_ 2i
i=~ n
(3.41)
F
n+l
(n-3) 1
2n
- +Ac! 41c!
(3.42)
'!he girders of the briO;Je are nonprismatic. To take this into
ac:xx:m1t, use an average area, ~, and m:::ment of inertia, I g , of the
girders in the above equatia1S.
suestitutiIq Eq's. 3.40 and 3.41 into Eq. 3.39, the elorgation of
the ern diagaal is,
1
eed. = 0<. f
F~ f~ f1 d~ ['n-~/2 · (n-3)/2. n-~h - - - - +---:- 2~ + )" 2~+
n+1 Ar! 41 i'= t=l 2
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'!he above fornula can }:)e siJnplified to,
(n-2)F~
h -
2nE
1
+ (3 .43)
'!he len;th of a botton lateral diagonal is p<~/n. 'Iherefore the
strain, Eed' in the ern diagonal is,
e = eed
ed o<~/n
SUbstitutin;J this into Eq. 3.43 yields,
h -
(n-2)F~ 1
2nE
+ (3.44)
Assumi.rg that the ern diagonal has just'reached. the yield strain
Ey = fjE' the force in each bottan lateral diagonal is FBL =
(~) (fy). since there are (n+l)/2 yielded ·tension diagonals, the
total force, F, aR'lied to the bottan flan;re of the fractured girder
on half the span is,
1 n+l
F =
2
(3 .45)
SUbstitutin;J Eq. 3.45 into Eq. 3.44 with Eed = (fy)/ E yields,
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Solvin;J for h an:l simplifyin;J,
!:L [ 2 (n+l) (n-2)A:eL
h = 0<. +
nE 4 ~ + 4::] ] (3.46)
Fran the fractured girder elevation shown in Fig. 27, (6/}) =
(h/2d) " SUbstitutin;J h from Fq. 3.46 yields,
40(
=~
2Fdn
0<2 +
(n+l) (n-2)
AaL (3.47)
'Iherefore the resultirq (~/J) for the Load Factor Method is given
by Eq. 3 .47 • 'Ibis equation is checked to see the resultirq (~/))
values for the six combinations of span lerqt:h ani rn:nnber of panels.
rrhe results are summarized in Table 12. rrhe resultin;J (LV~) varies
fJ:a1\ 1/183 to 1/275. As was the case in the Allowable stress Method,
the shorter spans have a lIOre severe (A/~) value.
3 •5.2.1 Patio of the Midspan Diagonal strain to yield Strain
It is important to knew how' far past yield the midspan tension
diagonals have yielded. Fran Fig. 34 (a), the elorgation, enn' of the
midspan diagonal is,
(3.48 )
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SUbstitutirg Eq. 3.45 into Eq. 3.42 yields,
SUbstitutirg the above value of 8 1 ani h fran Eq. 3.46 into Eq. 3.48
gives the elon;ration of the midspan diagonal,
4o<nE
(n-3)
1
+
41
'!he strain of the midspan diagonal is,
0<.2 + 2 AaL(n - n - 5)-
40<
1
+
'!he ratio of the mispan diagonal strain, End' to the yield
strain, Ey ' is foorrl by dividi.rq Eq. 3.49 by Ey = (fy)jE,
(3.49)+
11 21 + (n - n - 5)A-_
40<3 --m..
=~
E
Equation 3.50 is used on the six canbinations of ~ am n used in
the ccmp.1ter studies. '!he results are summarized in Table 12 • The
End =
Ey
1
+ (3.50)
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values of ( €~ €y> vary fran 1.42 to 2.21. 'Ihese are reasonable
values ani shew that the midspan diagonals are not too far past yield
when the erd diagonal reaches the yield point.
3 •5. 3 COTparison of Results
'!he resultirg (l\~ ) for both of the Strerqth Methcxis are canpa.reCi
for the six cxanbinations of ~ am n. '!he results are SUIlUllarized in
Table 13 • '!he load Factor Methcd results in 1. 4 to 1. 5 .times n:>re
deflection than the Allowable stress Methcd. 'Ihese are reasonable
results. '!he Allowable stress Method c;onsiders seIVice loads am
inclu::1es all the bottan lateral diagonals. '!he Load Factor Methcd
considers factored loads ani only the tension diagonals, all of which
are assumed. to be yielded.
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4.~ OF '!HE CROSS BRACING SYSTEM
4 •1 Transfer of Forces to the Cross Bracirq
'!he cross braci.rq system must transfer the bottan lateral braci.rq
forces into the "tq) lateral bracirq system. All the ern and. interior
cross braci..rgs are assumeCl to be identical. CCITqXJnents of the forces
in the bottan lateral diagonals act on the cross braci.rq. '!he forces
fran the bottan lateral diaqonals actirq on the unfractured ani
fractured girders are U am F as shown in Fig 35(a). 'Ihese forces
must be develcped by the cross bracirq system.
It is assumed that the forces. in the two diagonal members of a
cross bracirg are equal, one in tension ancl one in COl'l'pression as
shown in the figure. 'l\a}o configurations of cross braci.rq are
examined in this researdl. Type A cross bracirg consists of X- or
K-shaped cross bracirg as shown in Fig. 35 (b) • Type B cross bracirg
is K-shaped cross bracirg as shown in Fig. 35 (c) •
Assnnirg that the forces in the two cross bracirg diagonals are
equal ancl c:pposite, the force, FCEIi, in the cross bracirg horizontal
ani the fo:rt:'e, FCBD' in the cross bracirg diagaals for Type A cross
bracirg are given by,
FC1H = kd (U+F)/2
FCBD = kdCU-F)/2
(4.1)
(4.2)
lerqth of a cross bracirg diaqaal
Where kd = lerqth of a cross bracirq horizontal (qimer spacirg)
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4 .2 Allowable stress Method
'!he force, FCBD, ,in the cross bracirg diagonals is identical for 'IYPe
A am Type B cress bracirg.
For Type B cross braci.rg the forces are qivan by,
F =UCE.fI
FCBD = kd (U-F)/2
(4.3)
(4.4)
4 •2.1 Crcss Bracirg Forces for Midspan :Fracture
'!he in!tial develcpnent of the requirements of the cross bracirq
system for the Allowable stress Method considers ally the case of
midspan fracture of one of the girders. '!he forces in the botton
lateral di.aga1als f~r a bria;e with five panels are shc:1.t1n in Fig.
36(a). 'lbe force, FBL, is the force in the tension diagonal at
midspan~ to midspan fracture.
'Ihe force, FBL, in the controllirg rqidspan tension diagonal was
given by Eq. 3.8,
(4.5)
Where Vo am VL are given by Eq's. 3.9 am 3.10•
. As diSOJSsed in Q]apter 3, ~ti and ~ci shown in Fig. 36(a) are
less than a1e ~ decrease fran midspan to the en1 of the girder.
'Ihe critical cross bracirgs for midspan fracture are the cross
bracirgs a1 either side of the fracture as shewn in Fig. 36(a).
'Ihe 0 "(cnents of the forces in the bottan lateral diagonals
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actirg at the c:ritical cross bracirg location are shCMn in Fig.
36 (b). Fran the figure,
(4.6)
F = F [1 - ~ ]k-_BL 'rel -li (4. 7)
where ka =
ler¢h of a cross bracirg horizart:al (girder spacirg)
ler¢h of a bottan lateral diagonal
'!he foroe, FCEIl' in 1:he cross braci.r:q horizontal am the force,
FCBD' in the cross braci.r:q d.ia.galals for Type A cross bracirg are
famc1 b:i sUbsti:tuti.rg Eq's. 4.6 am 4.7 into Eq. 4.1 am Eq. 4.2,
FCEH - [1 + O.SC<Ptl - <PC1)]
rrhe pro:h.1ct kakd can be siltplified to,
lergth of a cross bracirg diaqonal
kD =~d =
lergth of a oottan iateral diagonal
SUbstituti.rg this into the above equatial for Fceo yields,
(4.8)
(4.9)
'!he fo:rces for Type B cross bracirg are fourd by substitutirg
Eg's. 4.6 and 4.7 into Eg's. 4.3 and 4.4,
(4.10)
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'!he force, .FCBD, in a bottan lateral diaqcna.l is the same for 'IyJ?E! A
am Type B cross brac~ am is qiven by Eq. 4. 9 •
Examinatial of Eq's. 4.8 am 4.10 reveals that FeEl{ is a function
of (CPtl - ~Cl) for Type A cross brac~ and a function of CPtl for
Type B cross brac~. Fquatial 4. 9 for FCBD is the same for Type A
ani Type B cress brac:in; am is a futx::tion of (cPtl +~Cl) •
All of the carpJter art:put for the fo~ in the bottan lateral
,clia.ga-als due to midspan fracture, fran the carpJter studies in
Olapter 3, is gathered to determine the variation of ~tl' (Q>tl - ~Cl)
ani (<Ptl + ~Cl). '!he data is stmanarized in Table 14. '!here are
three values of Am, used for. each canbination of span lergth an:i
nuniber of panels. '!he middle value, area required for RRF = 1.0, is
fam:! fran Eq's. 3.7, 3.9 am 3.10 with fall = 27 ksL '!he resultin;
~ lateral forces for the six bridges with these areas were shown
in Fig's. 21(a) thru (f). '!he other two areas are an ~. bourrl,
designated. RRF > 1.0, am a l~ boun:l, RRF < 1.0. Examination of
the data in Table 10. shcrI.'B that,
maxiJIun cPtl due to dead ioad = o. 78
maxima cPtl due to live load = 0.87
maxinIJJn (cPtl- <Pel) due to dead load = O. 70
maxinum (<Ptl- ~Cl) due to live load = 0.53
maxinIJJn (cI>tl+ cPC1) due to dead load = 1.20
maxinIJJn (<Ptl+ ~Cl) due to live load - 1.60
'Ib be C'OnSeIVativa, ani recogniz~ that dead load has a greater
influence than live load, the followi.n;J values are chosen,
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/
~tl = 0.80
~t1- ~Cl = 0.70
~tl+ ~Cl - 1.30
'Ihese values are substituted into Eg's. 4.8 thru 4.10 to give the
equatialS for the maxinum., cress bracjn;J fo:rces due to midspan
fracture,
Type A: FCBH = 1.35(Vm)
Type B: FCBH = 1.SO(VBL)
Type A ard Type B: FeB[) = O.65(~BL)
Where, FBL is fran Eq. 4.5
4 .2 .2 other Fracture scenarios
(4.11)
(4.12)
(4.13)
Examinatial of the carp..rter data fran the fracture scenario study
dale in 01apter 3 reveals that midspan fracture is critical for the
cress bracin;} horizaltal ard cross bracin;} diagonal. rrhe maximum
values of FCEti an:l FCBD are in the cross bracirgs adjacent to midspan
for the case of midspan fracture. '1herefore, the maximum . forc.es in
the cress bracin;} for arrt fracture seJenario are given by Eg's. 4.11,
4.12 a:rx! 4. 13 •
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4. 3 Load Factor Method
'!he force, FCEH, in the cross bracin;J horizontal is given by Eg.
4.1 for ~ A cross bracin;J ani Eq. 4. 3 for~ B cross bracing.
'!he force, FCBD' in the cross braci.:rg diagonal is given by Eq. 4.2
for ~ A ani~ B cross bracirg. '!he cross bracirg forces are
first developed for the case of midspan fracture.
4 .3.1 Cross Bracirg Forces for Midspan Fracture
'!he bottan lateral diagonal forces for the Load. Factor nodel for
a seven panel bridge are shown in Fiq. 37 (a). As previously notecl,
all of the canpression diagonals are assumed to be bucklEJd am all
the canpression diagonals are assumed to be yielded.
'!he force, FBL, in each of the yielded tension diagonals as shcMn
in Fig. 37 (a) is fcun:l by lnultiplyi.:rg each side of Eq. 3.18 by the
yield stress, f y '
F =BL (4.14 )
"!he critical cross bracin;J locations are &ijacent to ITddspan as
shown in, Fig. 37(a). '!he cctuponents of the forces in the bottan
lateral diagonals acti.:rg at the critical cross bracirg location are
shCMn in Fig. 37 (b) ,
'!be forces on the cross bracing' for 'IYpe A cross braci.:rg are founi by
substitutin;J the above values of U ani F into Eq's. 4.1 ani 4.2,
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FCEIi = 1.5(lJf'BL)
FCBD = O.5(kDFBL)
(4.15)
(4.16)
similarly, the forces for rrype B cross bracirg are fourrl by
substitutirg into Eq' s. 4 _3 arxi 4.4,
FCEIi = 2.0(lJf'BL)
FCBD = O,S(kOFBL)
4 •3 •2 Critical Fracture Sc:enario
(4.17)
NCIW the fracture scenario which creates the maximum force in a
~ lateral diaqonal is investigated. It was shaNn in Section
3.3.2 that the critical fracture is in the first interior panel as
shCMn in Fig. 38 (a) • '!he amplification factor for this fracture
scenario, ~max' is given by Eq. 3.21. Therefore the force FBL,max'
resultirg fran fracture in the first interior panel is FBL due to
midspan fracture (Eq. 4.14) Im.l1tiplied by ~max (Eq. 3.21),
~ o<~
FBL,max = ~nm!BL = max ['DW~ + 2'YL~(L+-I)] (4.18)
4d(n+1)
where ~max = 0.77(1 + l/n) (2 - 3/n) fran Eq. 3.21
UJ?on examination of ·the bottan lateral diagonal forces shCMn in
Fig. 38{a), the critical cross bracirg is either the first interior
(Ae) or en:} (80) cross bracirgs. '!he canponents of the forces in the
bottan lateral diagonals actirg on the cross bracirg are shown. in
Fig. 38 (b) for the first interior system am in Fig- 38(0) for the
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erd cross bracirg.
'!he forces al the cross bracirg IDembers are fam by substitutirg
the values of U an:i F in Fiq's. 38 (b) am (0) into Eq's. 4.1, 4.2 arx:!
4 •3 • 'lbesa fort:eS are shewn un:1er the. cross bracirg systems in
Fig's. 38(b) am (0). Examinatiat of these forces reveals that the
first interior cross bracirg is critical for the cross bracixg'
horizontal am the erxi cross bracirg is critical for the cross
bracirg d.iaga1al. 'Iherefore, the ma:xinIJIn forces for 'IYPe A cross
bracirg are given by,
'!he maximum forces for Type B cross braci.rq are,
FeB{ =V'BL [Pmax + ¢t]
FCBD = o.S(Vminax)
(4.19)
(4.20)
(4.21)
CCIlpU'isal of the equatiCl1S for FCBD for fracture in the first
interior panel, Eq. 4.20, with the equatial for FCSO for midspan
fracture, Eq. 4.16, shews that fracture in the first interior panel
is critical for the cross bracinJ diagalals. '!his is because \ax is
always greater than awe 'Iherefo:re the maxinIJln force in a cross
bracinJ d.iaga1al for Type A am Type B cross bracirq is qiven by Eq.
4.20.
Cotparisal of Eq's. 4.19 an:i 4.21 with Eq's. 4.15 an:i 4.17
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reveals that it is,not clear 'Which fracture is critical for the cross
bracirg horizontal. For 'IYPe A cross bracirg midspan fracture
cx:mtrols if,
!max + 0.5 ~t ~ 1.5
For 'IYPe B cross bracirg midspan fract:uI1;l cxntrols if I
(4.22 )
(4.23)
'D1ese limits need to l:e checked for the practical rarge of number
of panels, n. Fran Fiq. 38(a), 'twt) yielded. tension diagonals on the
short side of fracture each can:y ~BL. 'nlere are (n-1) tension
diaqalals to can:y the loads at the lorg side of fracture. Assume
that the tensicn diaqalals at the len; side of fracture can:y the
same total as the two yielded tensiat diaqalals an:! ignc:»re the
CCIl\'ressial me.nbers at the lcn:T side of fracture. 'nlen assumi..ng each
tensia1 diaqalal a'1 the lorg side of fracture carries the same force,
2
~ =-.ih
t n-l ~
'!he limits given by Eq's. 4.22 ani 4.23 are checked for the practical
rarqe of n ani the results are summarized in Table 15.
Fran Table 15, J
max
+ o. sG>t > 1.5. 'lherefore the fracture in the
first interior panel is critical for the cress bracirg horizontal for
Type A cross bracirg. SUbstitutirg a conseIVative estimate of 1. 6
for ~max + o.s4>t into Eq. 4.19, the maxi.nun force in a cross brac.in;J
horizaTt:al. for Type A cress braci.n;r is,
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(4.24)
Fran Table 15, ~max + cf>t < 2. O. 'lherefore midspan fracture is
critical for the cross bracin;J horizontal for 'Ii'J?e B cross bracirg.
'!be maximJm force in a cross bracirg horizontal for Type B cross
bracirg. is given by Fq. 4.17.
In Slmmary, the maxiJrum CXlDpressial force in a cross bracirg
diagonal for Type A an:i Type B cross bracirg is qiven by,
(4.20)
(4.24)
(4.17)
Type A: FCEIl = 1. 6(V'BL)
'Ii'J?e B: FCEIl = 2. 0 (V'BL)
lerqth of cross bracirg diagonal
len;th of :bottan lateral diagonal
FBL = Battan lateral diagonal force due to midspan fracture
(Eq. 4.14)
~max - AnplificatiCl'l factor for fracture in a panel other than
midspan (Fq. 3.21)
'!he max.inum e::atpJ:essial force in a cross bracirg horizontal is given
by,
where ~ =
len;th of a cross bracirg horizontal
lergth of a bottan lateral diagonal
FBL = Fran Fq. 4.14
'!he brid;Je ergineer can check- if the existin;J cross bracirg
members are sufficient for these maxinn.nn carpression forces. If
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retrofittirq is bei.rg considered, a section can be selected which
does not "exceed the allOYlable stress for this canpression force.
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5.~ OF '!HE r:IOP IATERAL BRACING SYSTEM
'!he same assunption used for the distribution of forces in the
cross bracirq d!aqonals is used for the top lateral bracing'
diagonals. It is asstnned that the forces in each of the top lateral
braci.ncJ d.iaqcnl.ls in a panel are equal, a18 in tension an:i one in
ce::Ilpressial.
5.1 All~le stress Method
'!he forces fran the cross bracirg diagonals are transferred to
the tq) lateral bracirg system. _As for the cress bracirg diagonal,
the critical fracture for a top lateral braci.rq diagonal is midspan
fracture. 'nle forc:es actirg on the botton lateral diagonals of a
bridge with seven panels ani midspan fracture are shown in Fig.
39 (a). '!he ~ factors shown in the figure decrease fran midspan to the
end of the girder as previously noted. '!he free lxXly force diagrams
of the cross braci..rgs resulti.rq fran these bottan lateral diagonal
forces are shewn in Fig. 39 (b) •
~ cq:plied loads al the top lateral braci.ncJ fran the cn.-css
bracin;Js are shawn in Fig. 40(a). '!he sum of the forces carried. by
each panel's top lateral diagonals is fcurn in a manner siJni.lar to a
shear force diagram of a beam and is shown in Fig'• 40 (b) • 'Ihe
qeanetric Ol'(cnent,. ~,fran Fiq., 40(a) disappears because the sum
of the top lateral d.iaqcnl.ls 1lIJSt equal (1Il'1t) *(forces applied. to the
tq) lateral bracirYJ) for equilibrium. Fran this di~gram it can be
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seen that there are no forces in the top lateral braci.n:J diagonals at
midspan. Also, the sum of the forces of top lateral bracir'g
diagonals in a panel other than midspan is identical to the sum of
the forces of the bottan lateral diagonals in the same panel.
5.1.1 Maxim..Im carpression Force
~ the diagram in Fiq. 40(b), the max.ilmJm forces carried by twt>
diagonals is in the panel adjacent to -midspan ani is eeauaJ. to (<t>tl +
<l>Cl)FBL• sir¥::e the top lateral diagonal forces are assumed to be
equal ea~ diagonal carries O.5(~tl+ ~Cl)FBL' a1e in tension ani one
in caupressia1.
In the study done for the cress bracirg, it was determined that
the ma:xiJmJm value of (<I>tl+ ~cl) is 1.3. 'n1erefore the maximum
<:X:ll1?res5ioo force, FTL, in a top lateral diagonal is given by,
or, (5.1)
Where, FBL = Bottan lateral~ force due to midspan fractureCEq. 4.5)
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5. 2 load Factor Methcxi
~. forces from the cross bracing diagonals are transferred to
the top lateral bracing system. As for the cross bracing diagonal ,
the critical fracture for a top lateral diagonal is fracture in the
first interior panel. nus fracture creates the maximum bottom
lateral tensile force, FBL,max = ~maxFBL. '!he forces acting on the
bottom lateral diag~s of a bridge with seven panels are shCJVm in
Fig. 41(a). ~ tensile diagonals on the short side of fracture are
yielded ani the compression diagonals are buckled. It is assumed
that none of the diagonals on the lorg side of fracture are yielded
or buckled. ~ free body diagrams of the cross braci.lYJs resultin;
fran these bottan lateral diagonal forces are shown in Fig. 41(b).
~ applied loads on the top lateral bracirq fran the cross
bracin:]s are shawn in Fig. 42 (a). The sum of the forces carried. by
each panel' s top lateral diagonals is shawn in Fig. 42 (b). Fran this
diagram it can be seen that there are very small top lateral forces
in the panel with fracture. Also, the maximum top lateral forces are
in the en:i panel next to the fracture.
5.2.1 MaxiJm.nn Canpression Force
From the diagram in Fig. 42 (b), the maXimum forces carried by two
diagonals are equal to ~maxFBL. Since the top lateral diagonal
forces are assumed to be equal, each diagonal carries o.5 ~zna.>!BL) •
'Iherefore the maximum compressive force, FTL, in a top lateral
diagonal is given by,
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(5.2)
Where, FBL =" Eottan lateral diagonal force due to midspan fracture
(Eq. 4.14)
~max= Anplification factor to take into account fracture
location (Eq. 3.21)
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6. EXAMPLES
rrhe fontn.l1as developed in C1apters 3 , 4 and 5 are used to
detennine the requirements of the alternate load path for the bridges
~ in the computer study• Table 2 provides details of span
lergths, number of panels, etc. One worked example of the 100 ft.
span with seven panels is presented to ~ow how the fonnulas are
used. '!he ltJOrked example is shCMn for all three of the Rec:lun:3ancy
. Ratinq methcx:1s. '!he results fran the other fiva combinations of span
lergth and number of panels are given and discussed. '!he follCMing
assumptions are used for all examples.
6.1 Assumptions
Vehicular Loading: An HS20 tnlck is used for live plus impact
loads. '!he HS20 tnlck is fourd to be the critical vehicular loading
for spans up to 200 feet "When the tnlck loadi..ng is replaced. by an
equivalent concentrated. load at midspan.
Traffic lanes Loaded:' one traffic lane is loaded.
Allowable Stresses: '!he allowable stresses for the OJ;)erating
Rating' le\Tel are used,
Tension: fall = O. 75fy
compression: fall,e = 21180 - 0.67(KL(r)2
Load Factors: Load factors of 1.1 for dead load anc1 1.3 for live
load are used.
Impact Factor: An impact of 30% is used.
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Limiting Deflection: 'Ihree different values of (A/ ~ ) lim are
investigate::1. '!he three \Talues used caver the range of values
presente::1 in Art. 3.4.4. '!he values used are (11 / ~ ) li.m = 1/100,
1/200, an:i 1/300.
6.2 Worked. Exa1nI;:>le: 100 ft. span; n = 7
'!he first step is to detennine the unifonn line load w and the
equivalent concentrated live load plus impact, ~ (I.r+-I), acting on the
fractured. girder. '!he dead load of the bridge is as follCMS,
weight of concrete = 5.40 k,lft
weight of steel = 1.14 k,lft
weight of future wearin; surface = O. 62 k/ft
Total = 7 .16 k,lft
'!he dead load is assumed to be applied as a uniform live load, w, on
each girder,
w = 0.5(7.16) = 3.58 k,lft
Figure 43 (a) shows the lcxations of the lines of wheels on the
bridge. One lane of HS20 truck loadin;J is applied 1.5 feet fran the
face of the curb (~). '!he fraction of truck load, ~, actin; on the
fractured. girder is fOtJrd fran the influence line sh~ in Fig.
43 (b) ,
~ = 0.5(1.194 + 0.861) = 1.03
Figure 44 (a) shows one lane of HS20 truck loading applied to the
fractured. girder. '!he truck is ];X)Sitioned lorgitudinally so that the
center of gravity of the truck is at midspan. 'Iherefore the girder
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reactions are identical, as shown in the figure. '!be total live load
force, F1 + F2 + F3 = FL' acting at the level of the fractured. girCler
bottan flange is calculated on the c.ordition of zero ben1.i.rg moment
at midspan,
(FL) (6.67) = (36) (50) - (32) (8.4)
FL = 229.6 k
Usirq the ~ factor computed above, the force FLat midspan becomes,
FL = (1.03) (229.6) = 236.5 k
The live load plus impact force, FL+I' is foun:l by applying' the
assumed 30% impact factor,
FL+I = (236.5)(1.3) = 307.5 k
'!be tnlck load is noN replaced by an eeau.ivalent concentrated
load, ~(L+I), at midspan as shown in Fig. 44 (b) which will create the
same total force FL+I. Fran Fig. 44 (b) ,
[~(L+I)/2](50) = (307.5) (6.67)
or, E3(L+I) = 82.0 k
'!be next step is to calculate the len;rth ratio terms 0(, ~ and
kD. '!be term 0< is the lergth of a bottan lateral diagonal divided
by the lergth of the panel.
len;rth of panel = ~/n - 100/7 = 14. 29 ft
For a girder spacing of 18 feet,
len;rth of bottan lateral diagonal = [(14.29)2 + (18)2)1/2 = 22.98
Then, 0< = (22.98)/(14.29) = 1.61
'!be term ~ is the lergth of a cross bracirg horizontal (giJ:der
spaci.r.g) divided by the lergth of a bottan la~ Giiagonal,
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IJhis example data for the 100 ft. span bridge with seven panels,
alorg with the data for the other five canbinations of span len;rth
~ = 18.0/22.98 = 0.78
'!he tenn kc is the length of a cross bracing diagonal divided by
the length of a bottom lateral diagonal. For a girder depth of 6. 67
ft. ani spacing of 18 feet,
l~ of cross braein:] diagonal = [(6.67)2 + (18)2]1/2 = 19.20 ft.
'!hen, kc = 19.20/22.98 = 0.84
ani mnnber ·of panels foun:i in a similar manner, is summarized in
Table 16A. IJhis data is used for all three Redurdancy RatiIg
methcxls.
6.2.1 Allowable Stress Method
For a yield stress level of fy = 36 ksi, the allCMable stresses
for the O};:>eratiIg RatiIg level are,
.Tension: fall = o.75fy = 27 ksi
COmpression: f
al1,e = 21180 - 0~67(~r)2
6.2. 1.1 Midspan Fracture
'!he required area, AaL' of bottom lateral diagonal for midspan
fracture is given by Eq. 3. 7 • '!he values of the coefficients Vo an:}
vL are fourrl fram Eq's. 3.9 ani 3.10 (~is in ft.) I
VD = 0.8 + 0.36(100)/27 = 2.13
VL = 0.8 + 0.18(100)/27 = 1.47
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SUbstitutirg into Eq. 3.7, the required area, ~, of bottan lateral
diagonal is,
(1.61)(100)
Req'd AaL - [(2.13)(3.58)(100) + 2(1.47) (82.0)]
(~) (6.67) (7) (27)
or, AaL = 16.0 in2
'!he maxi.num forces in the cross bracirg are given by Eq' s. 4. 11
ani 4.13. '!he force, FBL, in the bottan lateral diagonal at midspan
is fOJn:i fran Eq. 4. 5,
F -BL
(1.61) (100)
[(2.13)(3.58) (100) + (2) (1.47) (82.0)] = 432.6 k
(8) (6.67) (7)
SUbstitutirg into Eq' s. 4 .11 am 4 .13, the maxi.num fort:!e, Fem' in a
cross bracirg horizontal am 't:ha ma.xi..ntum force, FCBD' in a c..."".rOSS
bracirg diagonal are,
FCBH = (1.35) (0.78)(432.6) = 455.5 k
FCBD = (0.65) (0.84)(432.6) = 236.2 k
'Ihe maxi:aum exmpressive force, FTL, in a top lateral diagonal is
fOJn:i fran Eq. 5.1,
FTL = (0.65)(432.6) = 281.2 k
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6.2.1.2 Critical Fracture scenario
'Ihe critical fracture scenario for maximum fore:. in a botton
lateral d.iagonal is midspan fracture or fracture in the panel
adjacent to midspan. An anplification factor of ! = 1.1 was
BU;R8S1:ed to take into account the poss.i:ble increase .in stress due to
fracture in the panel adjacent to midspan. 'Iherefore the required
area, AaL, of bottan lateral diagonal is the required area for
midspan fracture 1II.11tiplied. by ~ = 1.1,
Req'd AaL = (1.1)(16.0) = 17.6 in2
'!he oritical fracture for maximum CCI'l'pressive stress in a botton
lateral d.iagonal is fra~ in the first interior panel. An
anplificatiCl'l factor, ~c' was devel~ to acc::a.mt for this. '!he
anplificatiCl'l factor, ~, fran Eq. 3.13 is,
~ = 1.61[0.58 - 0.14(100)] = 0.71
'Iherefore the maxi.Im.nn c::x::upressive force, FBt.c. in a bottan lateral
diagonal fran Fq. 3•14 is,
FBtc = (0.71) (432.6) = 307.1 k
'!he critical fracture for the cross bracirq meni:>ers an:i the top
lateral bracirq diagonals is midspan fracture. 'Iherefore the maxiJm.nn
forces in the cross bracirg an:i top lateral bracirg are those qiven
for midspan fracture in Art. 6. 2 .1.1.
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6.2.1.3 Resulting (~~)
'!he resulting (~/~) fran the AllOiJable stress Methcx:l is given by
Eq. 3 •37. 'n1e effective area, Af , of the bottan flarge is foun:1 fran
the data qiven in Table 2,
Af " Af + 0.3 Aw - (18)f2.5 +21.
87j + (0.3) (80) (0.5) = 51.4 in2
SUbstituting this into Eq. 3.37 yields,
A
X = (16)(29000)(6.67)2
(1.61)3 0.551---- +-- (3.58) (100) +
(7)2(16.0) 51.4
2(1.61)3 0.61---- +-- (82.0)
(7)2(16.0) 51.4 =
1
273
'!he AlIONable stress Methcx:l results in a (A~) of 1/273 for the 100
ft. bridge with seven panels.
6.2 .2 Load Factor Method
6. 2 .2.1 Midspan Fracture
'Ihe required area, AaL' of 00ttan lateral diagonal for midspan
fraCture was given by Eq. 3 .18,
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or, AaL = 12.7 in2
ReQ;'d AaL = (4) (6.67)(8) (36)
'Ihe maximum' forces in the cross bracirg are qiven by Eq' s. 4 •15.
am 4.17. '!he force, FBL, in the bottan lateral diagonal at midspan'
is f~ fran Eq. 4.14,
F =BL
(1.61) (100)
4(6.67) (8)
[(1.1) (3.58) (100) + 2(1.3) (82.0)] = 457.9 k
SUbstituti.rg the above value of FBL into Eqls. 4.15 ani 4.17, the
maximJm. force, FCEIi' in a cross braci.rg horizontal ani the max.iJnum
fort:8, Fcso' in a cross braci.rg diaqonal are,
FCBH = (1.5)(0.78)(457.9) =·535.7 k
FCSO - (0.5)(0.84) (457.9) = 192.3 k
'nle maxiJrtm fort:8, FTL, in a tcp lateral diaqanal due to midspan
fracture is fOJrd fran Eq. 5.2 without the amplification factor,
Imax,
FTL - (0.50) (457.9) - 229.0 k
6.2 .2 .2 eritical Fracture scenario
'!he critical fracture scenario for ,maximum forr:es in a bottom
lateral diagonal am the cross bracin;r is fracture in the first
interior panel. '!he value of the amplification factor~, is fOJrd
fran.Eq. 3.21,
lmax = 0.77 (1 + 1/7) (2 - 3/7) = 1.38
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'Iherefore~ required area, ~, of bottan lateral diagonal is the
required area for midspan fracture lm.11tip1ied by ~max = 1.38,
Req'dAm, = (1.38)(12.7) = 17.5 in2
'!he maxilDJm forces, FCBD and FCBH, in the cross bracin] due to
fracture in the first interior panel are fcurd f:ran Eq's. 4.20 anJ
4.24,
FCBD = (0.5) (0.84) (457.9) (1.38) = 265.4 k
FCBH = (1.6)(0.78)(457.9) = 571.5 k
'!he maximJm force, FTL, in a top lateral bracirg diaqonal is
fc:un:i fran Eq. 5. 2 ,
FTL = (0.5) (1.38) (457.9) = 316.0 k
6.2.2.3 Resulting (A/~)
'!he resulti..rg (6/~) fran the Load Factor Method is given by Fq.
SUbstitutirg into Eq. 3.47 yields,
Ag = (80)(0.5) + (2)(18)(2.19) = 118.75 in
2
3 2 5 • 4I = (1/12)(0.5)(80) + 2(18) (2.19)(41.1) = 1.54 x 10 Lnq
3.47. '!he area, Ag , ani DaDent of inertia, I q, of the girder
fa.m:i fran the data in Table 2. An average value of Ag an:l I g
used,
are
are
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(36)(100) (8)(S) 1 (82.2)2
-------1 (1.61)2 + (12.7)'--- +----1
2(29000) (6.67) (7) 4(1.61) 118.7S 4 (1.S4xlOS)
'!he ratio of the midspan diagonals strain, End' to the yield
strain Ey ' is given by Eq. 3.SO,
or, =
1
183
End =
Ey
1 +
1 1 (82.2)2
-------3(49 - 7 - 5) (12.7) + 5
4(1.61) ~ 118.75 4(1.54xlO)
or, End =
Ey
1.55
6.2.3 servic:eability Method
If the stren;rt:h methods result in a larger (6/~) for midspan
fracture than the chosen (b! ~) liJn' serviceability contrOls. When
serviceability controls, the required area, AaL' of the bottan
lateral diagonals is determined fran the (A / ~ )1m usirq the
savic:eability Method equations (Eq's. 3.30, 3.33 am 3.34). '!he
requirements of the cross bracirg am top lateral bracirg systems are
determi.ne:1 fran the Allc::Mable Stress Method equations usirg the value
of FBL fran the servic:eability Method. '!his is because the Allc::Mable
Stress am saviceability Methoc:1s use the same m:del considerirg all
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of the bottan lateral diagaals.
'!he I-equi.red AaL fran the serviceability Method considers only
midspan fracture. 'Ih.is value of AaL must be c::x:arpa.red to the required
area for the critical fracture scenario .in the Allai1able stress
Method (Eq. 3.11) • 'I!~ larqer of these t'wo values determines the
requirements of the bottan lateral diaqonals •
. rrhree different values of (A/~) liln are chosen to illustrate heM
the serviceability Method is used with the st.rergth methcx1s to
determine the requirements of the bottan lateral bracin;r system. r:Ihe
three values oover the limits of (~/~ ) liln established in Art. 3. 4. 4.
-:the resultin; (A;~) for the st.rergth Jrethods were presented .in
~Art. 3 •5. 1 for the AllorNable stress Methcxl arxi Art. 3. 5 •2 for the
load Factor Methcxl. For the 100 ft span bridge with seven panels the
st:rergth methods resulted in the followin; values of (A/~):
A 1
AllorNable stress -Method.: =~ 273
A 1
Load Factor Methoi: =~ 183
(6.1)
(6.2)
6.2.3.1 (~~)liln - ~100
'Ih.is is a lower boorxi of (A/~) liln am is aboot as lllLlCh deflection
as shcW.d be tolerated. In this case the :maxiJnum slope due to
fracture .in the end panel fran Eq. 3.3Sis,
9 = [3.6 - (1.6)/7] (1/100) = 0.034 rad = 1.930cr
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Fran F.q' s. 6 •1 ani 6. 2, :both the load Factor ani Allowable stress
Methods result' in less deflectioo than (A/~) lim = 1/100. 'Iherefore
either meth.cd may be used to determine the requirements of the tottan
lateral bracirq. '!he follCMirq required areas, AaL, for midspan
fracture have been fourxi,
Allowable stress Methcxi: ~ = 16.0 in2
load Factor Method: ~ = 12 •7 in2
'Iberefore the smaller AaL (12. 7 in2) fran the load Factor Methcxi
ccntrols. Fran Art. 6. 2 .2. 2, the required area for the critical
fracture in the first interior panel is 17.5 in2 • .
6.2.3.2 (A/~)lim ~ 1/200
'Ihe maxi:aum slc:pe due to fracture in the em panel is qiven by
Eq. 3.35,
oecr = [3.6 - (1.6)/7] (1/200) = 0.017 rad = 0.97
In this case the deflectia'l (1/183) resultirg fraU the Load
Factor Method (Eq. 6.2) is greater than th8 (A/~) lim - 1/200. '!he
deflectiCX1 (1/273) resultinq fraU the Allowable stress Method (Eq.
6.1) is less than the (A/~) lim.
'lberefore, with (A/9..) 1m = 1/200, the Allowable stress Method
controls am the required area for midspan fracture is 16.0 in2 •
Fran Art. 6. 2 .1.2,' the required area for the critical fracture
scenario was fcunci to be 17. 6 in2 •
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6.2.3.3 (~~)lim= 1/300
'Ibis is the upper boun:i of (Aj~) lim am is the JOOSt restrictive
(A/~) lim. '!he maximum erd slope due to fracture in the end panel
fran Eq. 3.35 is,
ecr = [3.6 - (1.6)/7] (1/300) = 0.011 rad = 0.64
0
In . this case the deflections resultin; fran the IJ:)ad Factor
Method (1/183) an:1 the Allowable stress Method (1/273) are greater
than the (~;9.) lim. 'Iherefore, serviceability controls.
'!he required area of botton lateral diagonal is founi fran Eq.
3.30. '!he values of the coefficients Un an:1 ~ are fourd from Eq's.
3.33 an:1 3.34,
100
Uc = = 0.7150 + (100)[3 - 0.007 / (1/300) ]
100
~ = = 0.5350 + (100)[3.5 - 0.007 / (1/300) ]
SUbsti.tut~ these values of Un an:1 ~ into Eq. 3.30, the required
area, ~, of bottan lateral diagonal is,
~=
(1. 61) 2 (100) 2
[(0.71) (3.58) (100) + 2(0.53)(82.0)]
16(29000) (7) (6.67)2(1/300)
or,
'Ibis is the required area for midspan fracture. 'Ibis area :must"
be canpared. to the required area for the critiCal fracture scenario
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in the Allowable stress Method (17.6 in2). since 18.4 in2 > 17.6
in2, the area requira1 for the serviceability Method is also
satisfacto:ty for strerqth considerations with fractures other than at
midspan. 'therefore, with (AjQ) lim = 1/300, the serviceability Method
controls ani the requira1 AaL is 18.4 in2 •
For this case where serviceability controls, the requirements of
the cross bracing' ani 'tq:) lateral bracinq systems are determined fran
the Allowable stress Met:hcxl equations. rrhe forc:e, FBL is fourd by
nultiplying' A:aL by the allowab~e stress, fall'
FBI.. = (18.4 in2). (27 ksi) = 496.8 k
'!he maxi.m.:Jm forc:es in the cross bracing' are given by Eq' s. 4 .11
ani 4.13,
FCBH - (1.35)(0.78)(496.8) ~ 523.1 k
FCBD = (0.65) (0.84) (496.8) = 271.3 k
'!he maxinum force, FTL, in a 'tq:) lateral diagonal is fourd fran
Eq. 5.1,
FTL = (0.65) (496.8) = 322.9 k
6. 3 )iJditi~ Examples
'!he form.l1as developed in Qlapters 3 I 4 ani 5 are applied to the
other five canbinatialS of spari lerqt:h ani x1umber of panels in
addition to the 100 ft span bridge with seven panels. '!he data for
each of the six bridges is SUllUt'arized in Table 16.
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'!he results of the required AaL ani -the forces in the alteInate
load path for each bridge are SUl11.1\8l:ized in Tables 17 an:} 18 for the
Allowable stress ani Load Factor Methods respectively.-
6.3.1 Oiscussial of Results
Examinatial of Tables 17 an:} 18 reveals that the Load Factor
Method results in a lower required AaL for all six bridges. 1he
c:ross bracirg an:! top lateral bracin:J forces for the 100 ft. spans
are ver:l close for both strergth methcx!s. For larger spans,' the road
Factor Method results in DIJCh lower crcss bracirg an:} top lateral
bracirg forces.
Table 19A SUlllDarizes the required Am, an:! resultirg (A/~) for
midspan fracture for both the strergth methcx!s.
6.3.1.1 (A/~)lim -~100
Examination of Table 19A shc1.t1s that all of the resultirq values
of (A/ ~ ) lim are belOlrl 1/100. '1herefore smvioeability is rot a
factor if (A/~) lim is chosen as 1/100. Table. 19B shcJwB ~ required
~ for the critical fracture scenario. Examination of the table
shows that the load Factor Methcxi goveIT1S in all six cases with a
smaller AaL.
6.3.1.2 (~~)lim= 1/200
All of the deflections are less than 1/200 except for the Load
, Factor Methcd with the 100 ft. span with seven panels as shc:7Nn in
Table 19A. In this case the I.oad Factor Method cx;.rrtrols for all of
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the bridges except the 100 ft span with seven panels. '!his bridge is
controlled by the Allowable stress Method because it results in
acceptable deflet:tions.
6.3.1.3 (6/~)lim = 1/300
Table 19A shC7tt1S that the toad Factor Method results in
unacceptable deflet:tions in all six cases. '!he Allowable Stress
Met:hoci qaverns for the 150 ft am 200 ft spans.
sezv-iceability ocrrtrols for the 100 ft spans when this
restrictive (A/~ )lim is used. '!he required AaL fran the
8eJ:viceability Method is shc7.tJn in the bottan reM of Table 19A. 'Ihese
values of AaL llIist :be carpared to the value .of~ for the critical
fracture scenario fran·the Allowable stress Method.
For the 100 ft span briQ;e with five panels the critical fracture
for the AlIONable stress Methtxl controls because 20.7 in2 > 18.1 in2
as shown in the table. For the 100 ft span bridge with seven panels
the serviceability Method ocntrols because 18.4 in2 > 17.6 in2 as
s1:lcMn in the table. .
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7. VERIFICATION OF mE AIlI'ERNATE LOAD PA'IH~
'n1e equatiCl1S developed for the requirements of the altelTJate
load path in C1apters 3 I 4 an:l 5 need to be checked on a three-
dimensiakll bri&:Je noiel. '!he noiel used to develop the equations
considered. the bJttan lateral diagonals to be the only system
available to develop the fol"C»S released at the fracture. 'Ihe areas
of the cross braci.n;J diaqaals ani the tq> lateral braci.r:g la1ere
reduced to nearly zero (0.001 in2 • 1he no:iel was then adjusted to
prevent any relative m:wement between the 1:YA:J girders so that the
forces in the bJttan lateral diaqonals cculd be devel~.
7 •1 CCI1p.ltar Model
'!he CXI!pIter DW:del for the verification stu:iy JlI.lSt lrOre closely
approximate the real behavior of the bridqe. 'therefore the nanent of
inertia of the unfractured girder botton flarge is reduced fran
practically infinite (106 in4) to its actual value. 'Ihe areas of the
bottc:m lateral c:i:iagcnlls I cross braci.n;J horizontals I cross bracin:]
diagonals ani tq> 'lateral c:i:iagcnlls fran the equatiaw developed in
C1apters 3 , 4 ani 5 are inserted into the CCIlp.lter lOOdel. 'Ihi.s is
done for each. of the three methods. 'Ihe resultin; forc:es ani
deflections are examined to see if the equations developed. for the
requirements of the alternate load path are satisfactory.
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7 •2 Allc:Mable stress Method
'!he forces 'Nhich must be carried by the members of the alternate
load path are SUl'lU1\arized in Table 17. Members are chosen 'Nhich are -
capable of carryirg these forces withcut exceedi.rg the allCMable
stresses. rrbe areas of these members are irp.rt into the CCl1pJter
m:x:1el.
. 'nle same asslUllptions in Art. 6.1 used for the examples are used
for the verification study. It is assumed that the steel has a yield
stress of 36 ksi an:i the allCMable stresses of the Operatin; Patin;
,level are used. For theOperatirg Patin; level with steel of 36 ksi
yield stre:rl3th the allowable stresses are I
Tension: fall = 0.75 f y = 27 ksi (7.1)
OUwpressian: f
all,e = 21180 - 0.67(R!lr)2 (7.2)
7 •2.1 Midspan Fracture
'!he required area, ~, of bc:Jttan lateral bracin;J am the fo~
'Nhich 11I.1St be carried by the alternate load path members for midspan
fracture are SUlIIDarized in Table 17A. '!he mpm~-rs chosen to carry
these forces without exceedirg the allowable _ given by. Eq t s.
7 .1 am 7 •2 are summarized in Table 20. '!he areas of these members
are inp..It into the ce::atplter DX:del am midspan fracture is introduced.
'!he results of the eatpJter output are summarized in Table 2lA.
In the table f t is the maximum tensile stress in a member an:i,max
f is the maxi:mum canpressive stress. '!he allCMable cx:mtpressivec,max
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stress, fall,c is fourn fran Eg. 7.2. '!here is a slight overstress
in the bottan lateral tension diaqOna.ls at midspan for the 150 am
200 ft spans. '!he stresseS in all the other members of the alten1ate
load path are belCM their allowable stress as shCMn in the table.
'!he stresses in the cross bracirg diagonals am top lateral diagonals
are significantly belCM fall,c as shcMn in the table.
7 •2 .2 eritical Fracture sc:enarios
'!he only members affecteci by lrOVement of the fracture lCJCation is
the 00ttan lateral diagonals. Midspan fracture is the critical
fracture scenario for all other nenbers on the altenlate load path.
'!he~ area, AaL' of the bottan lateral diagonals for fracture
in the panel adjacent to midspan are shcMn in Table 17B. Also, the
maxi.mLIm o:mrpression force, FBI..c' in a bottan lateral diagonal due to
fracture in the first interior panel are shown in the table, Members
are chosen to satisfy the required AaL without exceed.i.n;J the
allowable canpressive stress.
~ areas of these :members are inp.It into the oarp.rter mcx1e1.
Both critical fracture scenarios are iJrposed. First a fracture is
~ in the panel adjacent to midspan to see -if the maxilm.mt
tensile stress, f t ,max' in a bottan lateral diagonal exceedS the
allowable tensile stress, fall' secorxi, a fracture is i.np:sed in the
first interior panel to see if the maxi.Jtum o:mrpressive stress,
fc,max' exceeds the allowable oarpressive stress, fall,c.
'!he results of the oarp.rter outp.:rt are summarized in Table 21B.
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For the case of fracture in·the panel adjacent to midspan, there is a
very slight overstress in a l:ottan lateral diagonal in tension for
the 200 ft span bridge with 13 panels. It appears that the
amplification factor, ~ = 1.1, will result in adequate values of ~
for aIr:! fracture scenario.
'!he maximum carrq;>ressive stress, fe, max' in a bottan lateral
diagonal due to fracture in the first interior panel is much less
than the allONable conq:>ress~va stress, as sham in the table.
'!he maximum carrq;>ressive stress, fe, max' in the cross braeing
horizontals are all below the all~le carrq;>ressiva stress as shown
in the table. '!he stresses in -the cross braci..rg diagonals arxi top
lateral diagonals are not sham in Table 21B because they are
significantly belCM fall,e as was the case for midspan fracture.
7.2.3 Discussion of Results
The All~le stress Method equations developeCl in Chapters 3, 4
arxi 5 for the req:uirements of the alternate load path gave
. ,
satisfactolY results in the verification study. '!he stresses in all
of the alternate load path members are belCM the allC'Wable, except
for a slight overstress in the midspan diagonal in the 150 arxi 200 ft
spans.
One interesting outcome of the verification study is the
resulting stress level in the cross bracing anCl top lateral
diagonals. '!he equations developed in Chapters 4 arxi 5 for the
requirements of these members result in stresses significantly below
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fall 0' as sham in Table 2lA. 'lbe low stresses in these members is
, .
the result of neqlectirg the cross bracirg forces in the cierivation
of the equations.
Figure 45 (a) shows tile fort»S ani reactions actirg on the
fractured girder i.ncl\.¥ii.rg the forces frau the cross bracirg. '!he
c:iown\.1ard cross bracirg shears in the panels without fracture terd to
reduce the total force, [F = F1 + F2 + F3 + F4 , actin} at the
fractured girder bottan flarge.
'!he forces F2 , FJ am F4 shc:JrIm. in Fiq. 45(a) are greatly reduced
by' the c:iown\.1ard cross braci.rg shears. '!he force F1 remains
apprcxiJDately the same bec3use the upward cross bracirg shears in the
panel with fracture co.mteracts the reductial in LF due to the
dcwnwaJ:d cross bracirq forces in the other panels.
'Iherefore, the bottan lateral diagonal forces in the panel with
fracture are apprcxiJDately the same whether the cross bracirg forces
are in:U.udeCl or nat. Hc:M8Ver, the bot:tan lateral d.iaqonal forces in
the panel with fracture are greatly red11Ced by' the _ cross
bracirq shears. '!his explains Wny the equatialS for the midspan
tensicn d.iaqonals give _1. results 'Nhile the equations for the
maximum canpressive stress in the en:i panel diaqonal due to fracture
in the first interior panel greatly OverestiJn:3.te the force.
'!he forces in the bottan lateral bracirg diagonals are shc7Nn in
Fig. 45 (b) • '!he force <t>tlFBL is greatly reduced because of the
dcwnwaJ:d cross btacirg shears. '!he forces frau the bottan lateral
d.iaqonals actirg on the cross bracirg are shc7Nn in Fig. ,45 (c) • '!he
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force actirg on. the unfractured girder, u, is greatly reduced because
of the reductiQ'1 in cPtlFBL•
'!be assumed force distributial :between the cross bracirg members
was given by Eq' s. 4 •1 an:i 4. 2 ,
FC3I = kd (U+F) /2
-xhe cross bracinq horizartal force, FC3I, is a func:tian of (U+F).
'!he cross bracinq diagonal force, FCBD' is a tuncticrt of (U-F).
'!be values of (U+F) an:i (U-F) are carpared for the two different
c:x:Ilplter ll¥:Xiels used. '!he sinplified m:del described in Art. 3 .1,
which was used in the deve10p0ent of all the equatiCl1S, an:i the
verificatial study lOOdel described in Art. 7 .1 which incltned the
Cl:OSS bracirg am top lateral braci.rqCl '!he results are summarized in
Table 22.
As. expected, there is a great reductipn in U fran the simplified
m:del to the verification stu:iy nxxiel. rrhere is also a slight
in::rease in F as shown in the table.
Fran Table 22, (U+F) is decreased. slightly (4-16%) 'IIhile (U-F) is
redllOed significantly (37-43%). 'nUs explains Wny the equatial for
the 'force in the cross bracin; horizontal CEq. 4.24) gives good
results while the, equatia1 for the force in the cross bracirg
diaqonals (Eq. 4 .20) is very conseJ:Vative.
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7 •3 Load Factor Methcxi
verification of the Load Factor Methcxi is performed on the 150 ft
span briO;Je with seven panels of lateral bracirg. For verification
of the Load Factor Met.hcd, the bottan lateral diagonals in
cc::upression are assumed to be 1:uckled. 'Iherefo:re ally the tension
diaga1als are incl\Xled in the cacp..rter m:xlel. For the tension
diaqaals assnnecl to be yielded, the yield force is aw1ied in place
of the member.
7 •3.1 Midspan Fracture
'Ihe required area, A:aL, of bottan lateral bracirq am the forces
which DUSt be carried by the alternate load path members for the case
of midspan fracture are SlDl1ID8rizecl in Table lBA. Bottau lateral
diagonal. members are chosen to satisfy the required Am., (14. 8 in2).
cross bracirg an:i tcp lateral diaqonal members are c:hosen which cany
the forces shown in Table lBA withcut e.xceediIg the maxinn.nn axial
canpressian stress,
1 - (7.3)
'!he nenhers chosen are sha.tm in Table 23A.
'!he areas of these JIeIters are inp.It into the cacp..rter m:xie1 ard
midspan fracture is introc1uced. It is assumed that ally the midspan
tensicm diaga1als are yielded. '1herefore, the yield force, Fy ' is
introduced in place of the midspan diagonals at these lcx::ations,
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'!he results of the COIt1,Pl1ter outp.rt are shown in Fig. 46. All of
the bottan lateral forces shown in Fig. 46{a) are less than the yield
force, Fy = 536.4 k. The assumption that the midspan tension
diagonals yielded llUJSt roN be chec::keCl. The deflections of the l:ottom
lateral system at the midspan panel are shown in Fig. 46 (b) •
Fran Fig. 46(b) the elorgation, emi,of the midspan tension
diagonals is,
21.43 18
emi = (O.S4 + 0.11) +- (0.99 - 1.17) = 0.612 in
27.99 27.99
'!herefore the strain, € mi I in the midspan diagonals is,
(O.612)
(27.99) (12)
= 1.82 x 10-3
'!he strain, Em::l' in the midspan diagonal shoold be greater than the
yield strain, Ey = (fy)/E, if the assumption that the midspan
diagonals are yielded is correct.
!::l 36 1.24 x 10-3E = = =Y E 29000
E = 1.82 x 10-3 > Ey = 1.24 x 10-
3
mi
'!herefore the assumption is correct am the load Factor Method. is
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verified. fo~ the requirements of the bottan lateral diagonals.
'!he forces in the cross brac.irq arxi top lateral brac.irq are shc:Mn
in Fig's. 46(0) am (d). rxhe maxi.nJJm forces in al.1 these members are
all belCN the forces shown in Fig. 18A fran the Load Factor Method
equatiaw for midspan fracture. '!he results are summarized. in Table
238.
7 •3 .2 critical Fracture scenario
'Ihe crit.ical fracture scenario for the toad Factor Method is
fracture in the first interior panel. rrhe required area, AaL, of
bottan lateral diagonal am the forces \t1hieb 11IJSt be carried. by the
members of the alternate load path are summarized. in Table laB.
Bottan lateral diaqonal members are chosen to satisfy the required
Am, (20.4 in2). Cross bracirq am tc:p lateral bracin; meIllbers are
chosen \t1hich cany the forces Shawn in Table laB without exceedirg
the maximum axial canpressial stress given by Eq. 7.3. '!he members
chosen are SlIlTIllarized. in Table 24A.
'!he areas of these meml:>ers are i.npJt into the ccrrp.rter m:x1el am
fracture is· introd.uced. in the first interior panel. It is first
assumed that the tensial diaga1al in the first interior panel has
yielded am that the rest of the bottan lateral tension diaqonals
have not reached yield. '!he cxmp.rt:er art:p.rt proved. this assumption
to be wrcn:1 as the strain, End' of the diagonal in the first
interior panel was less than the yield strain.
It is rt:M assumed. that nc:I1e of the bottan. lateral tension
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diagonals .are yielded.. '!he results of the computer output are shown
in Fig. 47. '!he yield force, Fy ' for the bottom lateral diagonal is,
Fy = (AaL)(fy) = (20.8)(36) = 748.8 k
All of the bottom lateral diagorial forces shown in Fig. 47 (a) are
less than Fy = 748.8 k. '~fore, none of the bottom lateral
diagonals have reached yield.
'!he forces in the cross bracirq and. top lateral bracirq are shown
in Fig's. 47 (b) and (0). '!he maxintum forces in all these members are
all belCM the forces shCMn in Table 18B from the Load Factor Method
equations for the critical fracture scenario. 'lhe results are
summarized in Table 245.
7.3.3 Discussion of Results
'!he m:x:lel used in the development of the Load Factor Method
equations asS\.II\l8S that all of the compression diagonals are buckled
and. the tension diagonals are yielded.. '!he verification study on the
150 ft span bridge with seven panels shcJwed. that the equations
developed for the requirements of the alternate load path in Chapters
3, 4 and. 5 are conservativa.
In the verification study for midspan fracture, only the midspan
tension diagonals read1 the yield point. For the case of fracture in
the first interior panel, none of the bottom lateral diagonals
read1ed. yield. 'Iherefore, the equations for the Load Factor Method
result in conservative values for the requirements of the alten1ate
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load path members.
7 •4 sm:viceability Method
'!he deflections fran the Allowable stress Method cacp.rter studies
are exam;ned to determine the. effect of the bIo different cacp.rter
mcdels al the magnitude of deflections. Table 25 summarizes the
fractured qirder deflecticrl at midspan for the case ot midspan
fracture. 'lhe first :row showB the deflecticn :resulting fran the
simplified D:X1el (Art. 3.1) used in the deve1qmant of·the alternate
load path requirements in 01apt:ers 3, 4 am 5. '!he seconi reM shows
the deflecti.cn resultin; fran the o::arp.rter m::del used in the
verification stuqy (Art. 7.1).
Examinatial of Table 25 reveals that the deflections fran the
verification stuqy are extremely close to the values fran the
sinplified cc::q:uter nxx1el. '!he deflections in the verification study
are only 4-8% higher. 'Ihe.refore, this verifies the equations for
serviceability developed in Art. 3.4.
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8 •1 conclusia1S
nus paper presents the~ of~ Rating of
two-qi.rc1er steel bridqes. nu-ee different~ Ratirg methods
are presented. '!he strerqth methods are the AlIOJJlable stress Methcxi
ani the load Factor Method. '!he t:hin1 method is the 8el:vioeability
Method which is based on a li:miting deflection-to-span-lerx;rt:h ratio.
'!he requirements of the alternate load path are determined using each
of the three methcXIs.
'!he bricge CXJnfiguratial stuciied in this _ is based on the
brici;Je in Ref • 10 as shawn in Fig. 8. six caabinatiam of span
length ani rn111\ber of panels as shawn in Table 2 are iJwestiqated.
EquatiCl1S for the requirements of the alternate load path me:m1:ers are
developed by each of the~ Ratirg methods.
It is fo.m:1 that the load Factor Method results in the 10NeSt
required area, AaL' of bottan lateral diagonals for all cases. !he
AllOJJlable stress Method results in a higheI- :required AaL am less
deflection. 'Iherefore, the method which controls the~
Ratirg of a given bridge ciepenig on the limitirg deflection-to-span-
lergth ratio, (A/~) lim.
When a large a:l'ln.U'1t of deflection is tolerated, (~~ )lim = 1/100,
the load Factor Method governs for each CXlnbination of span lerqth
ani number of panels. When less deflection is allowed, (b./~ ) lim =
1/200, the load Factor Method still c:ontrols for five of the six
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canbinations of ~ am n. '!he Allc:Mable stress Method controls for
the 100 ft spanbridqe with seven panels because the Load Factor
Method results in deflections greater than (Aj~) lim = 1/200.
When a very restrictive (4~)lim of 1/300 is chosen, the Load
Factor Method results in excessive deflections for all cases. '!he
AlI01ilable stress Method controls for the 150 ani 200 ft spans. '!he
serviceability Method becanes a factor for the 100 ft spans when this
restrictive (A/~) lim is used.
For the 100 ft span' bridge with five panels, the critical
fracture for the AlICJWable stress Method. controls. ,For the 100 ft
span bria1e with seven panels; the 8eIVioaability Methcd controls.
'1herefore, the 8eIVir:eability Method controls for ally one bridge,
even with the very strict liJnitatia1 of (AAJ lim = 1/300.
It is CCI1Cluc1ed that the 8eIVioeability Method is not a factor
for the bridges stu:1ied in this research. 'n1e requirements of the
alten1ate load path can be fourd by each of the strerqth methcx:!s. If
the resultirg ( A/~) fran the road Factor Method is satisfactory to
the br~ ergineer, the road Factor Method cart:rols. If the Load
Factor Methccl results in a (L\/ ~) 'Whid1 is more than the bridge
ergineer can tolerate, the Allowable stress Method determines the
requirements ot the alternate load path members.
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8 .2 Recanmen:lations
'!his report presented the concept of Redur'dancy Ratirg of
bJo-girder steel bridqes. only one bridqe configuration was studied
in this research. '!he study was liJni.ted to simple span, nonc::orLlpcASite
bJo-qirder bridqes with bottan lateral braoirg, cross braci.rg, ani
top lateral braci.rg. '!he bottan and top lateral bracir.g are assumed
to be X-shaped. Equations are developed for the requirements of
these members for the practical rarqe ot existin; two-qircier bridges
with this configuration.
More research is neeje:i to develop the requirements of all two-
qi.rder bridges with an alternate load path consistin; of the bottan
lateral bracir.g, cross bracir.g, ani top lateral bracir.g. For
i.n.stan:::e, a bridge with K-shaped bracir.g.
Research is neede:i to develop the requirements of bJo-girder
bridges with different configurations. For example, "bJo-girder
bridges with a eatPJSite deck, cross frames or diarbragms, etc. '!he
alte:rnate load path available for these bridges neecis to be
. .
identified. '!he requirements of this alternate load path must then
be determined.
A~ Ratirq proce:iure lIDJSt also be established for
continuous bJo-qiJ:der briQ;Jes. '!he alternate load path in this case
can make use of the negative nanent capacity am stiffness of the
fractured girder (~).
Bridges, such as two-qirder t:hro.1gh bridges, which do not have
the bracirg systems nec,essary for a reliable alternate load path must
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Table 1 SUJIIDary of Finite Elements Used
Shape Det;I1:ees of
Freedan
BriCqeQ:qxllents
Modeleci
3-D Truss SPACE 'IKJSS 3 translatiaw Cross bracirg:
at each node diagonals
horizontals
1xJttan laterals
tcp laterals
3-D Beam
Plane
stress
Flat
Shell
(Plata)
SPACE FRAME / 3 translatiaward3 rotatiaw
at ead1 node
2 translatiaw
at l\ach node
3 translatiaw
ard
3 rotat.iaw
at each n:ade.
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qiJ:aer flarges
girder stiffeners
deck link
deck .
Table 2 Details of C'atplter S1:lIiy Bricges
Bri~ Span 100 ft 150 ft 200 ft
NUIIb!r ot panels n=5 rr=7 rrc7 n=9 n=9 n=13
Girder Depth, d (in) 80 120 ; 160
midspan 18" x 2.5" 22" x 2.75" 25" x 3.0"
narqes
quarterspan 18" x 1.875" 22" x 2.0" 25" x 2.25"
WIIb 80" X- 0.5" 120" x O. 75" 160" x 1.0"
1 9.36 8.00 9.74 8.54 9.95 8.54
AaL (in2) 2 18.72 15.99 19.47 17.07 19.89 17.07
3 37.44 31.98 38.94 34.14 39.78 34.14
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Table 3 CCEparisal ot Requj.rm BottaIl lateral aracjn;
. A:reas, A.at' for RRF - 1 CEq. 3. 7)
Bridge Span 100 tt 150 tt 200 ft
N\mt)er of panels n-5 rr-7 rr-7 n-9 n=z9 n-1J
f y=30 lesi (fal1=22.S)
*1 CCI1p.1ter Analysis 22.5 19.8 32.6 29.4 43.0 35.5'
Eq'. 3.9 and 3.10 24.5 20.9 33.6 29.5 44.1 36.5
f y=36 kai (fal1=27.0)
*2 CCI1p.1ter Analysis 16.8 14.7 23.2 21.5 30.3 25.8
Eq's 3.9 and 3.10 18.2 15.6 24.6 21.6 31.9 26.4
fy-SO kai (f
all=37.S)
*3 CCI1p.1ter Analysis 10.5 9.1 13.6 12.4 17.4 14.5
Eq's 3.9 and 3.10 11.0 . 9.4 14.3 12.5 18.1 15.0
f y=60 kai (fall-4S.0)
*4 CCI1p.1ter Analysis 8,.2 7.0 10.2 9.4 12.9 10.6
Eq's 3.9 and 3.10 8.4 7.2 10.7 9.4 13.4 11.1
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Table 4 MaxiDJm stresses in a Bottan lateral Diagalal
for Midspan Fracture
4A. MaximJm Tensile stress (ksi)
Brici1e SpSn 100 tt 150 tt 200 ft
Number ot Panel. n-5 'fPIa7 rr-7 n-9 n-9 n-13
:fall - 27 ksi 25.2 25.8 25.9 26.6 26.6 27.3
4B. Ratio of MaxiJm.nn caapressive stress to MaxiJm.nn Tensile stress
(fc!ft )
Bridge Span 100 ft 150 ft 200 ft
NI.mi:;)er of Panels n-5 rr-7 rr-7 n-9 n-9 n-13
~ 0.27 0.41 0.17 0.• 28 0.12 0.30
f t
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Table 5 Maxi 111II stresses in a Bottan lateral Diagcnal
for each Fracture scenario
SA. Maxi:ama Tensile stress (ksi)
100 tt, 11=5 100 tt, n=7 200 ft , n=9
=
midspan 2!5.2 25.8 .2§.....§
aw~ traI midspan ~ .2.A&1 26.0
two panel_ traI midspan 24.9 26.1 23.5
three panels traR -~ ~-..-
-
25.6 19.4
four panels frail midspm
--- ---
15.7
SB. Ratio of MaxiD.DI CClipteSsive stress to MaximJm Tensile
stnss tar Midspen Fracture (fc/ft )
100 tt, n-5 100 tt, rr-7 200 tt, n-9
midspan 0.27 0.41 0.12
CI18 panal trta midlllBlt ~ 0.50 0.16
two panela trta 1Ii.dspvl
- L.iI 0.19
three panels trca -=" ~~-
- --- ---
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Table 6 Effect of~ on the Maximum 'fensile stress
for Differeftt' Fracture ~J.os
Maximum Tensile stress (ksi)
AsL lower BoJn::i Area for ~':Bourd(12~2) RRF=+.~ Area(16.0 J.n ) (20.0 in2 )
Midspan Fracture 31.0 25.8 22.4
~cture in~ 33.0 26.7 22.8
adJacent to nudspan (+6.3%) (+3.5%) (+1.8%)
Table 7 ~tio of MaxiJrum Q:aflJressiv, stress +or Fracture in theF~ Interior Panel to Maxi.mJm Tensile stress for
Midspan Fracture (falft)
BricX3e Span 100 ft 150 ft 200 ft
NI..mb!r of Panels J1II5 rr=7 n=7 n=9 n=9 n=13
0( 1.345 1.609 1.306 1.472 1.287 1.539
.!c 0.51 0.68 0.40 0.49 0.32 0.42
4
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Table 8 Anplificatial Factor, ~, to take into .Ac.c:n.mt the
IDcatial of Fracture for the Practical :Rar:ge of n
i 0 (Midspan Fracture) 1 2 3 4 5 6
n-5 1.0 1.26 1.08
n=7 1.0 1.22 1.35 1.06
n=9 1.0 1.19 1.34 1.39 1.05
n - 11 1.0 1.16 1.30 1.40 1.41 1.04
n = 13 1.0 1.14 1.27 1.38 1.45 1.43 1.04
n = 15 1.0 1.12 1.24 1.34 1.43 1.48 1.44
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Table 9 Values of Un am ~ for Different Values of (~~) lim
Bria;,e Span 100 ft 150 ft 200 ft
NLJni:)er of panels n=5 rP7 n-7 11=9 11=9 n=13
(A/~)lim =- 1/200 0.46 0.41 0.33 0.,.30 0.26 0.24
Un (~/~) lim = 1/300 0.65 0.64 0.49 0.50 0.36 0.36
(A/~) lim = 1/200 0.38 0.33 0.27 0.23 0.20 0.19
~ (~~) lim =- 1/300 0.47 0.46 0.35 0.35 0.26 0.25
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Table 10 Deflection rata for critical Fracture in the En:i Panel
for se.tviceabllity Methcxi
(A/1) ltn= 1/100 (A/~) lin= 1/200 (o/~)1 i n= 1/300
1nidspan
ern ern en:i
panel midspan panel midspan panel
fra ~ fra r~ fra ~ fra r~ fra .... fra ...
6- 11.41" 3.92" 5.79" 1.89" 3.80" 1.19"
~=100 ft o/~ (1/105) (1/207) (1/316)
n=5 ct>4 1.0 0.34 1.0 0.33 1.0 0.31
4>. 1.0 1.72 1.0 1.63 1.0 1.57
~ 15.59" 3.06" 8.27" 1.53" 5.69" 1.00"
\= 150 ft 011 (1/115) (1/218) (1/316)
n=9 <I>~ 1.0 0.20 1.0 0.19 1.0 o. J~8
<l>e 1.0 1.77 1.0 1.67 1.0 1.58
LJ. 19.90" 2.74" 10.74" 1.40" 7.51" 0.94"
~=200 ft A~ (1/121) (1/223) (1/320)
n-=9 <P~ 1,0 0.14 1.0 0.13 1.0 0.13
<l>e 1.0 1.79 1.0 1.69 1.0 1.63
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Table 11 Resultirg (4'~ ) for the AllCJ.\lable stress Methcxi
Trial ard
Equation Error ~
3.37 Procedure
1 1 1
100 ft., n=5 - - -
275 305 321
1, 1 1
100 ft., rr=7 - - -
273 282 301
1 1 1
150 ft., rr-7 - - -
340 364 390
1 1 1
150 ft., n=9 - - -
341 353 374
1 1 1
200 ft., 1..-9 - - -
388 393 428
1 1 1
200 ft., n-13 - - -
388 381 406
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Table 12 Resultin:J (f:J./~) ani (€ 1!d / € y) for the Load Factor Method
BriO;Je Span 100 ft 150 ft 200 ft
Number of Panels n=5 rr=7 n=7 n=9 n=9 n=13
A 1 1 1 1 1 1
1" (Eq. 3.47) - - - - - -197 183 240 232 275 264
~ CEq. 3.50) 1.42 1.55 1.77 1.88 2.08 2.21
€y
III
Table 13 C)'Jrparisal of Resultirg (~) for Allowable stress am
. load Factor Methods
Allowable Load
stress Factor . Eq. 3.47
Method Method
(Eq. 3.37) (Eq. 3.47) Eq. 3.37
1 1
100 ft., n=5 - - 1.40
275 197
1 1
100 ft., rr=7 - - 1.50
273 183
1 1
150 ft., rr=:7 - - 1.42
340 240
1 1
150 ft., 11=9 - - 1.47
341 232
1 1
200 ft., n=9 - - 1.41
388 275
1 1
200 ft., n-l3 - - 1.47
388 264
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Bricge Span 100 ft 150 ft 200 ft
Number of pBnels n-5 rF7 rP7 I n=9 n=9 1 n=13
RRF > 1.0 0.70 0.72 0.72 0.73 0.73 0.75Dead
..Load RRF = 1.0 0.73 0.76 0.73 0.75 0.73 0.76
RRF < 1.0 0.77 0.74 0.76 0.75 0.78
cPt1 RRF > 1.0 0.82 0.83 0.82 0.83 0.82 0.82Live
Load RRF = 1.0 0.85 0.86 0.84 0.84 0.83 0.84
RRF < l~O 0.86 0.87 0.84 0.86 0.85 0.87
RRF > 1.0 0.75 0.59 0.74 0.62 0.70 0.52
Dead
Load RRF -= 1.0 0.55 0.42 0.61 0.51 0.64 0.48
RRF < 1.0 0.54 0.45 0.51 0.38~t1- ~Cl
RRF > 1.0 0.43 0.38 0.50 0.45 0.53 0.40
Live
Load RRF - 1.0 0.28 0.23 0.39 0.33 0.46 0.36
RRF < 1.0 0.31 0.28 0.34 0.27
RRF > 1.0 0.65 0.S5 0.70 0.84 0.76 0.98
Dead
Load RRF - 1.0 0.91 1.10 ' 0.85 0.99 0.82 1.04
RRF __ < 1.0 1.20 0.94 1.07 0.99 1.18
<Pt1+ ~Cl RRF > 1.0 1.31 1.28 1.14 1.21 1.15 1.24
Live
Load RRF - 1.0 1.42 1.49 1.29 1.35 1.20 1.32
RRF < 1.0 1.60 1.37 1.44 1.36 1.49
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Table 15 Limits of <~max + 0.5 ~t) and <Lx + +t)
n .5 7 9 11 13 15
~max 1.26 1.35 1.39 1.41 1.45 1.48
¢>t 0.63 0.45 0.35 ~O.28 0.26 0.22
!max+o. scl>t 1.58 1.58 1.57 1.55 1.58 1.59
Lx+ <l>t 1.89 1.80 1.74 1.69 1.71 1.70
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Table 16 ~le ·I:Bta
A. Data Q:lhliOll For all 'nlree MethOOs
Bridge Span 100 ft 150 ft 200 ft
Number of panels :n=5 n=7 n=7 n=9 n=9 n=13
0< 1.35 1.61 1.31 1.47 1.29 1.54
~ 0.67 0.78 0.64 0.73 0.63 0.76
kc 0.71 0.84 0.74 0.84 0.78 0.95
w (k/ft) 3.58 3.58 3.88 3.88 4.16 4.16
@(Lf-I) (k) 82.0 82.0 86.8 86.8 89.2 89.2
d = ~15 (ft) 6.67 6.67 10.0 10.0 13.33 13.33
B. AdditiaxU Data
Bria;. Span 100 ft 150 ft 200 ft
Vo 2.13 2.8 3.47
vL 1.47 1.8 2.13
Af (in
2) 51.4 79.3 113.6
~ (in2) 118.75 194.5 291.3
I (in4 x 105) 12.1 5.0 1.54
-a
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Table 17 Required AaT and. Forces to be ca:rried by the AIten1ate
Load Path~ (Allowable stress Method, f
all= 27 ksi)
A. Midspan Fracture
Bridqe Span 100 ft 150 ft 200 ft
NlJDi::)er of panels rF5 n-7 fPC? n=9 n=9 n=13
Am. (in2 ) 18.8 16.0 25.2 22.1 32.4 26.9
FBL (k) 507.8 432.6 681.5 595.6 876.0 725.2
FeEl{ (k) 459.3 455.5 588.8 587.0 745.0 744.0
FCBl) (k) 234.3 236.2 327.8 325.2 444.1 447.8
FTL (k) 330.1 28~.2 443.0 387.1 569.4 471.4
(c1/l) 1/275 1/273 1/340 1/341 1/388 1/388
B. Fracture scenario
BriQ;e Span 100 ft 150 ft 200 ft
NlJDi::)er of Panels rP5 n=7 n=7 n-9 n=9 n=13
Am. (in2 ) 20.7 17.6 27.7 24.3 35.6 29.6
Fmc (k) 299.6 307.1 327.1 321.6 341.6 333.6
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Table 18 Required ~T am Forces to be carried by' the Alte!nate
load Path (Ioad Factor Methcxi, f = 36 ksi)
Y
A. Midspan Fracture
Bricge Span 100 ft 150 ft 200 ft
Number of panels n=5 rF=7 n=7 -n=9 n=9 n=13
Am. (in2) 14.2 12.7 14.8 13.3 15.4 13.1
FBL (k) 511.9 457.9 531.7 477.3 554.9 473.2
FeEl{ (k) 514.5 535.7 510.4 522.7 524.4 539.4
Fceo (k) 181.7 192.3 196.7 200.5 216.4 224.8
FTL (k) 256.0 229.0 265.9 238.7 277.5 236.6
(A!~) 1/197 1/183 1/240 1/232 1/275 1/264
B. Fracture in the First Interior Panel
Bria;Je Span 100 ft 150 ft 200 ft
N\mi:)er of Panels 1P5 rr:::7 rr=:7 n=9 n=9 n=13
~ 1.29 1.38 1.38 1.43 1.43 1.47
Am, (in2 ) IB.3 17.5 20.4 19.0 22.0 19.3
FeEl{ (k) 548.8 571.5 544.5 557.5 559.3 575.4
FCBI) (k) 234.4 265.4 271.5 286.7 309.5 330.4
FTL (k) 330.2 316.0 366.9 341.3 396.8 347.8
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Table 19 Required AsL ani the ResultiD;J (4'~) for each Methcxi
A. Midspan Fracture
Bridge Span 100 ft 150 ft 200 ft
Number of panels n=5 rr=7 rP7 n=9 n=9 n=13
ABL (in2) 18.8 16.0 25.2 22.1 32.4 26.9Allc:Mable
stress Q 1 1 1 1 1 1Method - - - - - -~ 275 273 340 341 388 388
Am, (in2) 14.2 12.7 14.8 13.3 ·15.4 13.1Load
Factor ~ 1 1 1 1 1 1Method - - - - - -~ 197 183 240 232 275 264
sezviceability
Am, 18.1 18.4Method
(41~) lim - 1/300
B." critical Fracture scenario (Am,)
Bridge Span 100 ft 150 ft 200 ft
Number of Panels 11=5 n=7 n-7 n=9 n=9 n-13
Allc:Mable Am, (in2) 17.6 27.7 24.3 35.6 29.6stress 20.7
Method
Load Am, (in2 ) 17.5 20.4 19.0 22.0 19.3Factor 18.3
Method
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'Iable 20 M:ld:e.ts Q:csen fa: Verifi.cat.ial st::u:r.I - Al] cwmJ e st::teas Meth:xi
(MjdEp3n .FracbJre) [wr 5ec'-~ ]
100 ft 150 ft 200 ft
n rF5 rF7 rF7 n=9 n=9 n=13
B±tnn 6.5x65 7x54.5 16.5xllO. 005
IateIal A = 19.2 A =16. A = 32.5 A = 27.9
~ r =2.39 r = 1. r="3.59 r = 1.68
Ct:a!& 13.5)c8(). l8Xl3O l8XlJO
PI.ccirg A = 23.7 A - 38.2 A =38.2
r = 3.24 r=-3.78 r =3.78
Ct:a!& 13.5x42 J1bd30 l8xSO
PI.ccirg A = 12.4 A = 23.5 A =23.
~ r = 2.C17 r - 2.50 r - 2.
'ltp lO.5x6l 16.5xlOO. l2xSl
I.ateral A = 17.9 A - 29.5 A - 23.
~ r = 2.92 r - 3.56 r =3.
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Table 21 MaxiJmJm stresses (ksi) in VerificatiCll of Allowable
stress Method
A. Midspan Fracture
Bridge Span 100 ft 150 ft 200 ft
Number of panels n=5 rr=7 rP7 n=9 n=9 n=13
aottan lateral Diagonal
f 25.2 25.3 27.8 28.2 29.6 29.3ft,max 4.9 8.8 3.8 7.0 3.1 7.8to,max 18.1 16._' 19.6 18.8 19.6 16.4
'all.c
cross Bracirq Horizartal
f . 15.4 13.1 16.9 15.4 18.6 16.3t'?,max 19.5 19.5 19.7 19.7 19.9 19.9
'all.c
cross Bracirq Diagonal
~max 7.0 10.8 6.4 9.6 6.2 10.5
ail.c 19.1 19.1 20.0 19.0 19.2 19.2
'D:p lateral DiagaW.
??max 8.7 9.7 8.4 9.4 8.7 10.0
'ail C 19.1 19.7 19.4 18.7 19.6 19.7
B. critical FracbJre scenario
BriO;Je Span 100 tt 150 ft 200 ft
Number of Panels n-5 n-7 rr-7 n-9 n-9 rP-13
Bottan lateral DiagaW.
f' 22.2 23.2 24.8 25.5 26.8 27.9ft,max 6.2 9.1 4.8 6.4 3.8 7.5fC,max 18.9 17.8 16.1 17.1 20.1 20.4
all.c
cross Bracirg Horiza1tal
~max 14.6 13.0 16.8 US.7 18.8 16.4
all,c 19.5 19.5 19.7 19.7 19.9 19.9
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Table 22 canparison of the Forces Actirq on the cross Bracirq
for each of the canputer Models
Bridge Span 100 ft 150 ft 200 ft
Number of panels n=5 rr=7 n-7 na9 n=9 n=13
U (k)
Sinplified Model 555.2 575.9 732.0 759.1 947.9 982.2(Art. 3.1)
Verification Model 447.2 436.9 623.9 624.4 829.5 829.1(Art. 7.1)
F -Ck)
SiDplified Medel 230.8 191.8 348.8 310.0 477.4 387.9(Art. 3.1)
Verificatiat Medel 260.8 207.6 39141 344.1 541.9 455.5
(Art. 7.1)
(U+F)/2 (k)
SiDplified Medel 393.0 383.9 540.0 534.6 712.7 685.1
(Art. 3.1)
VerificatiCXl M:x1el 354.0 322.3 507.5 484.3 685.7 642.,3
(Art. 7.1) (-10%) (-16%) (-6') (-9') (-4%) (-6%)
(U-F)/2 (k)
Sillplified Model 162.2 192.1 192.0 224.6 235.3 297.2
(Art. 3.1)
Verificatial Medel 93.2 114.7 116.4 140.2 143.8 186.8
(Art. 7.1) (--43%) (-40%) (-39%) (-38%) (-39%) (-37%)
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Table 23 Verificatia1 Stuiy for the Load Factor Method
(Midspan Fracture)
A. Properties of M=Dnbers C10sen
Bottan Cross cress Top
lateral Bracirv;J Bracirq lateral
Diaga1a.l Horizcntal Diaga1a.l Diagonal
secticn wr lO.5x50.5 wr 12x65.5 wr 7X26.5 wr 9X38
Area. (in2) 14.9 19.3 7.81 11.2
Mini:LIum Radius
--
2.97 1.88 2.54
of Gyratial (in)
B. Ma.xiJrIJm Forces Fran~ o.rt:put C',arpared to MaxiJm.nn Forces
Predicted Fran Equatia1S
BottaIl cross cross Tcp
lateral Bracirv;J Bracirv;J lateral
,Diaga1a.l Horizcrttal Diaga1a.l Diaga1a.l
CcIIpJter Force 394 k 471· k 145 k 195 k
MaximJm Force 458 k 536 k 192 k 229 k
Predicted
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Table 24 Verificatial SbxIy for the Load Factor Methcd
. (Fracture in the First Interior Panel)
A. Properties of Members Qlosen
Bottan Cross Cross Top
Iateral Braci..rg Braci..rg Iateral
Diaga1al HcJrizcrrtal oiaga1al Diagonal
sectiat wr 16.5x70.5 wr 12x73 wr 7X34 wr 9x48.5
Area (in2) 20.8 21.5 9.99 14.3
Mi.n.imJm Radius
-
3.01 1.81 2.56
of Gyratia1 (in)
B. MaximJm Fo:rces Fran CCI1pIter~ eatpared to MaximJm Forces
Predicted Fran EquatialS
Bot:t:an Cross Cross Top
Iateral Braci..rg Bracirg Iateral
Diaga1al Horizartal Diaga1al Diagalal
CCI1pIter Force 612 k 460 k 126k 138 k
--
Maxi:aIJm Force 734 k 545 k 272 k 367 k
Predicted
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\Table 25 Fractured Girder Deflectial at Midspan for Midspan
Fracture (in)
Bric¥Je Span 100 ft 150 ft 200 ft
Number of panels n-5 n-7 rr-7 n-9 n=9 n=13
Sillplified Mo:iel 3.73 3.99 4.62 4.81 5.61 5.91
(Art. 3.1)
Verificat.icrl Mo:iel 3.86 4.14 4.93 5.18 6.08 6.44
(Art. 7.1)
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TYPICAL LEGAL LOAD TYPES
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Fiq. 1 AASHTO Highway Bridge Rating Vehicles (Ref. 4)
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vertical Planes
Hc>r1za1tal. Plane
Fig. 2 Three Components of the Alternate Load Path
n @ (~/n). ~ Vertical Planes
s
Fig. 3 Typical Top Lateral Bracinq·system Confiquration
Fig. 4 Typical Bottom Lateral Bracinq system
Confiquration
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Fiq. 5 Typical' variations of Top and Bottom Lateral
Bracinq Configurations
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<a> croea Bracinq
(b)~ Bracinq
Fiq. 6 Typical Cro•• and Truss Bracin~ Confiqurations
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level of top lateral bncirg
level of bottan
lateral bracirq
(a) Cross Braci.rg
(b) Truss Bracing
Installation of~ Iateral
Bracirg System
level of oottaIl
lateral bracirq
Fig. 7 Typical Confiqurations of Existinq Two-Girder
Bridqes
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,
I
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(a) cross secticn
........... '••• , • ..:0,.
/': c..,.., .......
./ '·;1
(b) Elevaticn
3 @ 20'
10'
!;.._----------'a/.-etr.....'.".. .cr.&'~:..!~ ...' ...c...b........ --...I.
(c) Top ani Bottcm lateral Bracin;
Fig. 8 Details of the Brid9~ in Ref. 10
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L Fractured Girder
(a) 'lhree Horiza1tal Restraints [Plan View]
(b) bpected Displaoemm&ts [Plan View]
Fig- 9 support· Boundary Conditions for t~e computer Model
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x
J...
~
t
x
Fig. 10
Fractured Girder
Ax = 106 in2
Ax = 0.001 in2
Adjustments in computer Model to Prevent any
Relative Movement Between the Two Girders
Deck ElEaent.
Deck:
Deck Link:
Fiq. 11 Deck Link Members to Transfer Dead Load to Girders
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~ of~ am elements
Deck 75
FlooIbeam 80
Deck Link 32
GiJ:der 'I\:p Flarge 60
Top Iateral Diagalal 16
x-aracin;J 'I\:p Horizontal 3
Gixder stiffener 124
Girder web 120
X-Bracinq Diagalal 18
Girder Bot:t:c.m Flan;J8 60
BottaD Iateral Diagalal 16
X-Bracirg BottaD HorizaTtal 9
Tot:al 613
""'JIIIIIIl - ......
----
-
...--........- ....--.---- c.eJc IIrd n~=- a-t tba - 1.-..1
. ,
F1q. 12 P1ni~. El•••nt M••h tor coaputar Model
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....__-_.--.....--..----4IIl----..--.......----4L-- GU:der 'It1p
Flarge
_-..,.......----...--,~......--...----.....--....-----.........- Girder BottcmFlarqe
Elevatia1 View
Fiq. 13 computer Model of Fracture
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(a) Bot:tan lateral BraciD;J SystIa
n @ (2;n) - R
s
(3)(In-I)
'L Midspan FractureDiagonal~
W
I I T T 1 J I I I I' 'I ; I 1 I 1 J I i T
l-
(b) Fractured Girder Elevatial
(c) oiStrihrtia1 ot flarge forces to the bottan lateral
di.agaal members
Fiq. 14 Bridge with Five Panels of Bottom Lateral Bracinq
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Fiq. 15 Load. and Reactions Acting on the 3-D Bridqe
-structure
Bottan lateral Diagcnals
(a) Top and Bottan Lateral Brac!rg
~/4 ~/4 "
I 1Midspan Flan:J8 L Quarterspan F'1an;la
(b) El8V&tial of Gi%Qer
Fiq. 16 Oetails of Computer study Bridg••
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n = mnnber of panels
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Fiq. 17 VD va. Rk for Different Number of Panels, n
VL 4.0
n = ntmber of panels
3.0
n - 13
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2.0
1.0
n:.7
n-s
-1XIO .-.
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2.5' 3.0
Stiffness Parameter, ~
2.01.51.0.5.0
.0 1_ I I I I I a
Fig. 18 VL VB. Rk for Different Number of Panels, n
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15.0
+ fall = 27 ksi
* fall = 45 ksi
fall - allowable stress
10.0 •5.0
VD 4.0
3.1
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~
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1.0
.5
.0 _
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Fig. 19 Vo VB ~ for Different Allowable stresses
· '.
(a) 100 ft., n = 5
(b) 100 ft., n - 7
(c) 150 ft., n - 7
Fiq. 21 Bottom Lateral Forces (kips) tor Midspan Fracture
with AaL - Area [Eq's. 3.7, 3.9 and 3.10]
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Cd) 150 ft., n - 9
(e) 200 ft., n • 9
(t) 200 ft., n - 13
Fig. 21 Bottom Lateral Forces (kips) tor Midspan Fracture
with ASL • Area [Eq's. 3.7, 3.9 and 3.10]
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L pinned
riveted, belted
or ~deci
Fig. 22 Buckling Model of the Compression Diaqonal Assuminq
it is Braced at Mid-Length by the Tension Diagonal
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Fiq. 23 Bottom Lateral Diagonal Forces (kips) for Fracture
in the First Interior Panel
fc,max = 17.4 ksi100 ft., TF=7 CAm, = 16.0 in
2 )
oc< =1.287
o
0< = 1.306
o
0< = 1.345~ - 1.3
.4
.8
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~
f t
.8+ ~
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0(:= 1.6
~
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.0 40.0 80.0 120.0 180.0 200.0
,
Span Ien:fth, 9
Fig. 24 (fe)/(ft ) vs. Span Length for Different Values ofr(
(a) Fractu:rd Girder Elevatial
Yielded
(b) Bottan lateral Bracin;
Fig. 25 Model for the Load Factor Method
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d
~1 -:0 tension diagonals to cany ~)
Ca) Bottan lateral Bracirg
~(Irf-I)
(1/2 - i/n)~
w~ (1 i\2 + \2 +~(3(Irf-I)
w
dI --""'-__~___J,____J...._i-o_ ___L__i_=_l~.....J
(1/2 + i/n)~
(b) Forces ard Reactions Actin; on the Fractured Girder
Fig. 26 Model for the Load Factor Method for Fracture in a
Panel Other Than Midspan
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(a) FractureCl Girder Elevatia1
Bottan lateral Displacement
k x_/n ~
(b) Midspan Bottan lateral oisplaoemellt
Fiq. 27 Displacement Relationship. for the Fractured
Girder and Bottom Lateral B~acin9
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Fig. 28 rO vs Rk for Different Number of Panels, n
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Fig. 29 rL vs Rk for Diffarent Number of Panels, n
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1 5.0,-
uL I
~)0 '_ 1
•.01
./ \~ lim = 200
/
eeL = O.O~15)
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Fig. 31 (l/uL ) VB. ~ for Different (~/.~) lim
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(a) Midspan Fracture
K
(0.5 + i/n)~ (0.5 - i/n)~
)K )f
(b) Fracture in a Panel other than Midspan
Fiq. 32 Fracture Scenario for Serviceability Method
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~ ,3 ~;6 1
L ~L 1
=~ 800
(a) Deflection of the Unfractured. Bridge
(b.) Deflection of the Fractured Bridr:Je
Fig- 33 Existing Deflections in Bridges
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h h-s1 • h h-s2 h-tIJ ' h-s (n+-l) /2~1E-4t ~ ~ ~
(a) Displacement of the Battcm Iateral Bracirg System
2F
-
~n+-l
. 2F
-
1----+ n+-l
2F~ . 2F (--t ~t--1 ~~
n+-1 n+-1 n+-1 11+1
(b) Asfp·nred Force oistril:u:tiat in the Battcm Iateral
DiagaW.s
2F
-
n+l
4F
-
n+-1
2F
-
n+l
(n-3)F
n+l
(n-l)F
n+-l
(c) Fm'ce Distril:utia1 Alaq the Girder .fiaD:Jes
Displacemen~. of Girder and Bottom Lateral Bracing
System After Fracture [Load Factor Method]Fig. 34
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~Fractured Girder
u
(a) Forces fran the bottan lateral diagonals actin; on the
unfracturecl am fractured girders
u F
u
(
F
u
FCSi = kd (U+F)/2
Fc:so = kd CU-F) /2
CD) Type A Cross Bracirg
__~) --t:=:----~'------.....I-~F
FeEl{ - U
FCBI) = kdCU-F)/2
(c) Type B Cross Bracin:J
Fiq. 35 Transfer of Forces to the Cross Bracing
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critical Cress Bracirgs
(a) Forces in the Bottan lateral Diaqonals
)
. '~~ ~-
(b) 0 illonents of the Forces in the BottaD. lateral Diagaals
Actirg at the critical cross Bracirg I..oc:aticn
Fiq. 36 Forc•• Developed by the Critical eros. Bracinq
system for Midspan Fracture
[Allowable stress Method]
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(a) Bottan lateral Diaqonal Forces for the road Factor Mcx1el
FeEl{
--...~ .........--------~-C
U - 2(Vm.,) F-VBL
(b) ce illonents of the Fo%:ces in the Bat:tan lateral Diagonals
Act.irg at the critical cross Bracin;l Location
Fig- 37 Forces Developed by the critical Cross Bracing
System for Midspan Fracture (Load Factor Method)
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A B
C D
(a) Bottan lateral Diagonal Forces for the load Factor Methcxl
with Fracture in the First Interior Panel
c
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T'iPE A
.---.r-------;;;;;;;;r- CA
(0) O:ilifOlMmts of the Forces in the Bottan lateral Diagonals
Actin; a1 the Eni Cross Bracin; System
oTYPE BB
- .....) +--
U - 0 F - FaJ~BL
FCEI{ - 0
Fcao - o.S(kJmax)FBL
--...) C
U - 0 F - FsJmah
FCEH - o.S(kJmax)FBL
Fcao - o.S(kJmax)FBL
Fig. 38 Forces Developed by Critical CrOSB Bracing
Locations for Fracture in the First Interior Panel
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0.5 "a.~ +~ -~ - <Pe2)l;{--,...-------O.S "a.<4u +<b. -~ - <6)l1!
(b) n:ee B:dy lItI:tw Dfa;i NiB of the QxIII Et1!Ic:ln;II
Fiq. 39 Forces Transferred to the Top Lateral Bracinq
system (Allowable stress Method)
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Identical loads as be10N
1
i:J l:r l~' ~~-e-ttj -J -J
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-+ + 00
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in U").
• 0,0
(a) ~lied loads a'1 the top lateral bracirg
(b) Forces carried by each panel's top lateral diagonals
Fiq. 40 Forces Carried by the Top Lateral oiaqonals
(Allowable stress Method)
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(a) Forces ac:tirg on the bottan lateral diagonals after
fracture in the first interior panel
c
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(b) Free Bc:dy Diagrams of Cross Bracin:Js
Fig. 41 Forces Transferred to the Top Lateral Bracing
system (Load Factor Method)
Identical loads as belC1.t1
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(a) A{:plied loads at the top lateral bracinq
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(All mJ1tiplied by FBI,)
(b) Forces carried. by each panels 'top lateral~
Fiq. 42 Forces Carried by the Top Lateral Diagonals
(Load Factor Method)
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t 6'
5' 18'
(a) Locatia1 of HS20 Truck Ioadirg
t
5'
l ~ls'__~_2.5't 3.5' ~
(b) Influerx:8 Line
Fig. 43 Fraction of Live Load, @, Acting on the Fractured
Girder
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t36 k 1< 50' ~1~ 36 k~ - 100 tt >i-
(a) One lane of HS20 truck axle loac1irg applied to the
fractured girder
~(L+-I)
50'
FL+-I • 307.5 k
'3~(L+-Ij
2
(b) Axle loads replaced by an equivalent cc:n:-etrtrated load,o(L+-I)
Fig. 44 Equivalent Concentrated Live Plus Impact Load,
@(L+I)
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2
(a) Forces ar.d reactions actirg al the fractured girder
in::luiirg the forc:es fran the cross braci.rq
(b) Forces in the bottan lateral diagonals
d
+ @(LrI)
2
(0) Fo:rces fran the bottan lateral diagaxUs acti..n1 CI1
the c:ross bracin;J
Fiq. 45 Forces Resultinq when Cross Brac~n9 Forces are
Included.
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cB 0
(a) Bottan'lateral Bracin; Forces (k)
0.11"~ 21.43' r O•l1"~I( )l~
-eX)
.....
I 1.17"
10.99"
H H
0.84" 0.84"
(b) Bottan lateral Displacements in the Midspan Panel
A B c o
(e) cross Bracin; Forces (k)
(d) Top lateral Bracin; Forces (k)
Fiq. 46 Results of computer output for~Load Factor Method
verification for Midspan Fracture [150 ft, n=7]
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At A
B 0
(a) Bottan lateral Bracirq Forces (k)
At B' A B c o
(b) Cross Bracin;J Forcas (k)
(c) Top lateral Bracirq Forcas (k)
Fig- 47 Results of computer output tor Load Factor Method
Verification, Fracture in the First Interior Panel
[150 ft , n-7]
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APPENDIX A: Nomenclature
lergt:h of a botton lateral diagonal
lergt:h of the panel
'!he fraction of total live, L, plus impact, I, load on the
fractured girder
Load factor for dead load
Load factor for live plus impact loads
vertical displacement of fractured girder at midspan due to
midspan fracture
(f) Limiti.rq deflection-to-span-lergt:h ratio for midspan fracture
lim
strain of the bottan lateral tension diagonal in the em panel
strain of the midspan bottan lateral diaqonals
yield strain [(fy)/E]
critical ani slope for fracture ill the erd panel (Eq. 3.35]
Force applied to the bottom flarge of the fractured girder
on half the span by the botton lateral braci.rg diagonals
Stren;Jth reduction factor
Ratio of maximum cxanpressive stress in a bottom lateral
diagonal due to fracture in the first interior panel to the
maximum tensile stress due to midspan fracture
Amplification factor to account for the in::rease in the
maximum fo:rc::e in a bottan lateral diagonal [Load Factor
Method]
Area of one bottan lateral diagonal
Average area of one girder bottan flarge
Effective area of one girder botton flame [Af + 0.3 AwJ
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do
eed
Average area of a girder
Area. of girder web'
Depth of girder '
Dead load effect
Elorgation of the bottan lateral tension. diagonal in the era
panel
Elorgation of the midspan bottan lateral diagonals
YaJn3" s Modulus
Maxinum axial carpression stress
fall Alla.table tensile stress
fall,e Alla.table oc.uq:>ressive stress
fe,max Maximum oaupressive stress in a member
f o Dead load stress
f L Live load plus impact stress
f t ,max Maxi.nu.nn tensile stress in a member
f y Yield stress
F Fo:rces fran the bottan lateral ·diagonals actirg on the
fractured girder
Force in the midspan bottan lateral diagonals due to midspan
fracture
Force in a cross brac.in;J diagonal
Force in a cross braci.rg horizontal
Force in a top lateral braci.rg diagonal
yield force [,<Am,> <fy>]
Horizontal displacement of the fractured girder at midspan due
to midspan fracture
Average ll'CIllent of inertia of a. girder
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lergth of a cross bracirq diaqonal
lerqth of a bottan lateral diaqonal
lerqth of a cross bracirg horizontal
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lerqth of a bottan lateral diagonal
Effec:tive len;Jth factor
Span lerqth
Live load plus ilnpact effect
Number of panels of.bottan lateral bracirg
~us of gyration
stiffness parameter which is a function of the ratio of the
axial stiffness of a bottan lateral diagonal member to the
axial stiffness of the effective area ,?f the bottan flarge
Ratirg Factor
Redun:1ancy Ratirg Factor
Girder spacirg
Member strerqth
coefficient "Which aocx:mrts for the bottan lateral diaqonal
force distril:JUtion for dead load [8elviceability Methcxl]
coefficient "Which aocx:mrts for the bottan. lateral diaqonal
force distril:JUtion for live plus iJrpact loads [serviceability
Method]
Forces fran the bottan lateral diaqonals actirg on the
tmfractured girder
coefficient "Which aocx:mrts for the bottan lateral diaqonal
force distril:JUtion for dead load [AlICJWable stress Method]
coefficient which aocx:mrts for the bottan lateral diaqonal
force distribution for live plus inpact loads [AllCMable
Stress Method]
Weight of the structure as a uniform line load on each qirderw
u
~
K
~
~(L+-I)
n
r
~
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RF
RRF
S
Su
Un
